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Abstract:

This thesis proposes novel approaches for dialogue management in dialogue sys-
tems. It covers goal-oriented and open domain dialogue systems. In both setups,
it helps to improve quality of dialogues between the system and its users:

1) In the case of goal-oriented dialogues, we improve the accuracy of dialogue
state tracking methods of spoken dialogue systems. Our approach limits the
effect of automatic speech recognition (ASR) errors. We incrementally enhance
our interpretable rule-based core by complex neural networks. The resulting
system achieves several published state-of-the-art results on public datasets.

2) Effective dialogue management in open domain dialogue is a difficult prob-
lem, which highlights the challenges of natural language processing. In this thesis,
we propose a principal solution to develop dialogue systems in open domains. The
key idea of our approach is building dialogue systems which interactively learn
from dialogues with users. The interactive learning enables the system to improve
and to extend its knowledge base continually.

As a part of this thesis, we implemented and experimentally evaluated our
dialogue system which can gain new knowledge from interactions in dialogues. We
published a dataset and source codes for the effectiveness evaluation of models
which are learning from dialogues. Also, we published a dataset with dialogues,
where our system is learning new information from its users.
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Abstrakt:

Tato disertační práce navrhuje nové přístupy k řízení dialogu v dialogových sys-
témech. Zaměřuje se na dialogové systémy pracující s omezeným počtem domén
(goal oriented dialogue) a systémy pracující v otevřených doménách (open do-
main dialogue). V obou případech se snaží zlepšit kvalitu dialogů mezi systémem
a jeho uživateli:

1) U goal oriented dialogů vylepšujeme přesnost metod pro odhadování cíle
uživatele v hlasových dialogových systémech. Náš přístup omezuje vliv chyb
vzniklých při automatickém rozpoznávání řeči (ASR). Využíváme komplexní neu-
ronové sítě, které inkrementálně zdokonalují snadno interpretovatelné pravidlové
jádro. Vytvořený systém dosahuje několika publikovaných state-of-the-art vý-
sledků na veřejných datasetech.

2) Efektivní řízení dialogu v otevřených doménách je náročným problémem,
který zdůrazňuje, jak složité je strojové porozumnění přirozenému jazyku. V této
práci nabízíme principiální přístupy k vývoji systémů, které pracují s otevřenými
doménami. Klíčovou myšlenkou našeho přístupu je využití interaktivního učení
dialogového systému z konverzací s uživateli. Interaktivní učení umožňuje konti-
nuální zlepšování systému a rozšiřování jeho znalostí.

V rámci disertační práce jsme implementovali dialogový systém, u kterého
jsme experimentálně ověřili schopnost učit se nové znalosti z dialogů. Zveřejnili
jsme datovou sadu i se zdrojovými kódy pro vyhodnocení efektivity získávání
informací z dialogů. Dále jsme zveřejnili datovou sadu dialogů, ve kterých se
systém učí nové informace od svých uživatelů.

Klíčová slova: Řízení dialogu, interaktivní učení, dialogue state tracking, dia-
log v otevřených doménách
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1
Introduction

The dialogue management is an important process which maintains dialogue state
and controls the dialogue flow. This process can be implemented in various
ways, starting from simple rules defined manually, going to complex dialogue
trees including machine learning techniques.

In this thesis, we recognize two main dialogue management categories. The
categories are the goal oriented dialogue management and the open domain di-
alogue management. The goal oriented dialogue management, is typical for a
narrow set of tasks or domains that the dialogue system helps to complete. An
example can be a search system that focus only on restaurants or another ex-
ample can be a dialogue system for booking hotel rooms. Second category, the
open domain dialogue management, tries to provide helpful information and assis-
tance regardless the domain. Nowadays, typical use of the open domain dialogue
management would be in the area of general knowledge personal assistants.

We focus on both categories in this work. The first part of this thesis, the
dialogue state tracking, aims at improving goal oriented dialogue management.
The author did the work partly as a member of research group at IBM Wat-
son. The second part, interactive learning, focuses on the open domain dialogue
management and was done at Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics.

In this introductory chapter, we motivate our research in the field of dialogue
management (see Section 1.1), then we present our main objectives and contri-
butions of this thesis (see Section 1.2). The thesis outline (see Section 1.3) is
followed by a description of a common dialogue system decomposition (see Sec-
tion 1.4) that we are referring to in this work. This introductory chapter ends
with a brief description of used machine learning techniques (see Section 1.5).
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1.1 Motivation
The main motivation for this work has been the gap between a typical dialogue
system that is capable of very simple conversations and an ideal dialogue system
that should be able to perform sophisticated reasoning and learn new things
about the world (e.g. about its users to provide more effective, personalized
assistance). Despite dialogue systems becoming very popular, the vast majority
of so called “smart personal assistants” can handle only simple dialogues via
handcrafted rules. Moreover, the systems tend to be sensitive to Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) errors and they lack abilities to learn new concepts
and domains.

Although, neural networks provided advancement in plenty of research areas
recently, their straightforward applications in dialogue management does not seem
to help with the issues mentioned and more sophisticated methods are needed.
The end-to-end neural network dialogue systems are known to have problems
with generalizing to new domains and they suffer from very low interpretability.

The problems of current approaches give a clear room for further research
that motivated our work.

1.2 Objectives and Contributions
The present thesis is focused on advancing the two categories of the dialogue
management.

First, dialogue state tracking part of the thesis, aims at improving classical
methods for user goal estimation, and consequently at improving dialogues quality
by better understanding user intentions and by overcoming ASR errors. We
present our state-of-the-art tracker in incremental steps, starting from purely
rule-based system that requires no training data, finishing by a complex tracker
with multiple machine-learned units. This way, we cover a wide range of scenarios
with different training data amounts, where the proposed methods are applicable.

Second, interactive learning part of the thesis, aims at developing methods
that enable dialogue systems to improve continuously in time, by obtaining in-
formation from their users. We argue that the continuous learning is a necessary
precondition for any open domain dialogue system. This thesis part presents
our interactive learning approaches, and several experiments and implemented
systems.

Our contributions are centered around the following key objectives:

Dialogue State Tracking

A) Dialogue state tracking without in-domain data. We design and im-
plement a dialogue tracker that does not need any in-domain training data. Our
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approach allows using data from a different domain to fine tune the system. The
fine tuning helped in achieving state-of-the-art performance.

B) Dialogue state tracker with trainable transitions. Here, we explore
possibilities to make our previous tracker trainable for scenarios where training
in-domain data are available. We introduce an architecture that achieves state-
of-the-art results when compared to trackers with same inputs.

C) Dialogue state tracker with trainable SLU. We improve our previ-
ous tracker by adding a component that learns understanding of specific words
and greatly reduces effects of ASR errors. This novel hybrid architecture sets
new state-of-the-art results in almost all categories recognized in Dialogue State
Tracking Challenge 2 (DSTC2).

Interactive Learning

D) Describe information sources available in a dialogue. We identify
key sources of information that can be obtained during a dialogue. Also, we
explore methods for obtaining the information and for utilizing it in open domain
dialogue systems.

E) Evaluate obtained data quality The quality of data obtained from di-
alogues is crucial for feasibility of the interactive learning. Therefore, we imple-
ment a data collection process which enables us to evaluate quality of information
obtained from human users.

F) Build end-to-end dialogue system that uses interactive learning We
follow our findings about interactive learning and we develop a dialogue system
using a novel concept based approach. The concepts allow the system to utilize
new knowledge and to improve continuously in time.

1.3 Chapter Guide
The remainder of the thesis is structured into the two following parts.

Part 1 - Dialogue State Tracking
The first part address our objectives towards improving dialogue state tracking
systems. In Chapter 2, we describe a Dialogue State Tracking Challenge (DSTC)
that serves as a testbed for our experiments. This chapter also includes a theo-
retical framework definition that is used for description of our systems.

The systems description starts with the rule-based dialogue state tracker in
Chapter 3. Its performance surpasses other approaches in scenarios without train-
ing data.
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The next Chapter 4 describes an improved version of the tracker that is able
to utilize some training data and reach state-of-the-art performance among com-
parable trackers.

In the end of the first part, Chapter 5 introduces the next incremental im-
provement that allows the system to outperform other trackers in an ”unlimited”
category.

Part 2 - Interactive Learning

In the second part, we address our objectives towards providing a principal so-
lution to open domain dialogue systems. We start by describing the typical
challenges the open domain dialogue system has to deal with and discuss usual
approaches in Chapter 7.

We propose interactive learning as a principal solution for open domain dia-
logues because it has ability to learn new information directly from the system
users. Therefore, in Chapter 8 we categorize information that can be obtained
from users and utilized automatically by the dialogue systems.

In Chapter 9, we collect a dataset of dialogues between crowdsourced users
and a dialogue system that requests all the information categories. With the
data, the interactive dialogue with natural language sentences can be simulated
and used for evaluation.

The dataset presents an interesting challenge of utilizing the obtained infor-
mation. We approach this challenge in Chapter 10.

Usefulness of interactive learning in a full stack dialogue system is tested on
our novel concept based dialogue approach in Chapter 11. The experiments show
that interactive learning can improve effectiveness and usefulness of the dialogue
system.

We summarize contributions of this thesis in the final Chapter 12.

1.4 Dialogue System Decomposition
The dialogue systems can be seen as interfaces providing access to some knowledge
or services via natural language. The language can come as an audio signal (for
spoken dialogue systems) or as a text directly written by users (chat dialogue
systems).

Systems which utilize other (non-language) inputs are called multi-modal di-
alogue systems. However, such systems are out of the scope of this thesis.

The standard spoken dialogue system decomposition [Rudnicky et al., 1999,
Raux et al., 2003, Young et al., 2013, Jurčíček et al., 2014] used in our work,
is depicted in Figure 1.1. The data flow starts by transforming audio signals in
the ASR component. It produces hypotheses about textual representation of the
incoming speech. The chat dialogue systems don’t need this component because
users are directly providing the textual information.
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Spoken Dialogue System

Automatic Speech 
Recognition (ASR)

user request

Natural Language 
Understanding (NLU)

audio text

Dialogue Manager
(DM)

semantic
representation

(user input)

semantic
representation

(machine action)

Natural Language 
Generation (NLG)

Text to Speech 
(TTS)

textaudio

machine response

Figure 1.1: A typical decomposition of a spoken dialogue system that we adopted
for our work.

The textual representation of the input then flows into the Spoken Language
Understanding (SLU) component. Its responsibility is to transform the textual
representation into an internal semantic representation [Yih et al., 2014, Purver
et al., 2011] that the system is able to effectively process.

An example of the transformation for the input I would like an Italian restau-
rant can be the following semantic representation: input(food=Italian).

The semantic representation is then processed by a dialogue manager. It keeps
track of dialogue history, tries to estimate user intentions and react accordingly.
Our thesis is mainly focused on improving this component because it greatly
influences quality and abilities of the whole dialogue system.

The dialogue manager can be implemented in many ways. Starting from
simple rule-based approaches, going to complex machine-learned components that
can be optimized from dialogues with users.

The output of a dialogue manager is a machine action typically in a form
of semantic representation, which describes how should the system react. An
example of such machine action can be offer(restaurant=Chinese bistro). The
machine action is then processed by Natural Language Generation (NLG) com-
ponent which translates the machine intention into a natural text. The speech
enabled systems add Text to Speech (TTS) component on top of the stack, to
produce audio signals from the text.

The described architecture can be seen as a typical dialogue system decompo-
sition. However, there are systems which tries to merge some of the components
into a single machine-learned block. An extreme case can be a full, end-to-end
system based on neural networks, which virtually consist of only one compo-
nent [Bordes and Weston, 2016, Wen et al., 2017b].

1.5 Machine Learning Essentials
In the recent years, the success of machine learning techniques in many research
fields was clearly visible. Therefore, it should also be considered for applica-
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tions in dialogue systems. This section briefly describes basic machine learning
approaches that are used in this thesis.

From the machine learning techniques, we mainly focus on neural net-
works [Haykin, 1998] which map general feature vectors x to arbitrary output
vectors y. The neural networks consist of neuron layers where one layer feeds
its output as an input to other layer. The single layer can be described as real
vector function with input x and output y. The layer Li is specified by a weight
matrix wi and a continuous activation function ai.

y = Li(wi, x) = ai(W · x) (1.1)

Output of neural network N with weights W and n layers is calculated by
the following equation:

y = N(W, x) = Ln(Wn, ...L1(W1, x)...) (1.2)

The whole network is a continuous function. Therefore, gradient descent
optimization methods can be used for finding weights W. In our thesis, the
following gradient descent optimizers are used:

• Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [Robbins and Monro, 1951] The basic
variant of gradient descent optimization algorithm takes training data in
small batches (compared to whole dataset) and incrementally updates the
weights W according to learning rate meta-parameter.

• Adadelta [Zeiler, 2012] This algorithm improves upon SGD by changing
learning rate adaptively for each optimized weight according to their up-
dates.

• Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] This optimizer adds per weight adaptive mo-
mentum to the previous algorithm. The adaptive momentum is calculated
by accumulating past gradients and makes the optimizer more resilient to
small local minima.

The network described so far works only with fixed size vectors. However,
some tasks are naturally described by variable length vector sequences. An ex-
ample can be a text classification which is done over sequence of words embedded
as features vectors.

For such tasks recurrent neural networks can be used [Jain and Medsker,
1999]. The main idea is to recurrently update a hidden state of the network for
every input sequence vector.

Naive implementations of such networks have issues with remembering long
dependencies in the input sequence. The Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
networks [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] can overcome those issues by gated
updates of the hidden state. The basic idea behind the LSTM cell is to keep the
memory state unchanged, unless its modification is explicitly specified via the
gating mechanism.
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The mentioned neural network architectures expose many of so called meta-
parameters. Meta-parameters are layer sizes, activation functions, learning rates,
optimization algorithms and many others. The choice of meta-parameters has
significant influence on system performance. In our thesis, we use simple meta-
parameter search techniques like grid search or random sampling [Bergstra and
Bengio, 2012].

Another performance boost can be achieved by combining multiple machine-
learned models together. This technique is called model ensembling and can have
a form of simple output averaging or be a sophisticated method which requires
another training pass as model stacking [Wolpert, 1992].
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Part I

Dialogue State Tracking





2
Introduction

This part of the thesis describes our experiments performed in order to improve
robustness of goal oriented Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDSs). The SDS consists
of many modules, one of which is a Dialogue State Tracker (DST). The DST is
an important component of dialogue systems whose responsibility is to estimate
user’s goals based on history of the dialogue, i.e. it does dialogue state tracking.

The dialogue state tracking was extensively studied in the DSTC se-
ries [Williams et al., 2016] because it served as a common testbed for various
tracking approaches.

The DSTC abstracts away the subsystems of end-to-end spoken dialogue sys-
tems, focusing only on the dialogue state tracking. It does so by providing
datasets of ASR and SLU outputs with reference transcriptions, together with
annotation on the level of dialogue acts and user goals on slot-filling tasks where
dialogue system tries to fill predefined slots with values from a known ontology
(e.g. moderate value for a pricerange slot).

In this chapter, we describe the Dialogue State Tracking Challenge series
(see Section 2.1) which serves as a common testbed and allows to compare many
tracking approaches. Then, we summarize related work and our main competitors
(see Section 2.2). All our approaches we are going to describe in this thesis part
are centered around the idea of framing DST as a bayesian belief update (see
Section 2.3).

In the following chapters, we present evolution of our dialogue state tracker.
First, we start with a rule-based approach (see Chapter 3) that was successful in
a cross-domain evaluation on blind data (team 4 in Henderson et al. [2014a]).
Second, we describe our hybrid approach to the dialogue state tracking (see
Chapter 4). This approach extends our previous dialogue state tracker by a
machine-learned part that further improves the tracking accuracy. Third, we add
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a machine-learned SLU component that can be jointly learned with the dialogue
state tracker (see Chapter 5). This extension helps to overcome typical ASR
errors.

2.1 Dialogue State Tracking Challenges

The DSTCs provides a common benchmark for state tracking. The first chal-
lenge organized in 2012–2013 used data from a domain with mostly fixed user
goals [Williams et al., 2013]. It is collected from a system providing bus routes.

The following DSTCs 2 and 3 competitions in 2013 and 2014 utilized data
from the Cambridge restaurant information system which allows the users to
change their mind during the conversation. The teams were provided with labeled
training data and unlabeled test data which consisted of ASR and SLU n-best
lists, and machine action logs annotated via the Mechanical Turk.

For the DSTC2, logs of 1,612 dialogues were released as training set and
506 dialogues as a development set. Both sets were manually annotated with
the true user goal based on people actually listening to the audio. Another
1,117 dialogues were provided as a test set with the annotations released after
the challenge submission deadline. All the data came from the same restaurant
selection domain.

The DSTC3 was an extension of the DSTC2 by a domain of hotel booking.
The extension comes without providing any further in-domain training data. The
participants were given a seed set of only 11 labeled example dialogues. The
trackers were tested on a set of 2,264 dialogues with manually assigned labels
released after the challenge deadline. Each competing team submitted an estimate
of the user goals for the test data. The submitted trackers were evaluated using
several metrics. The most important ones are the average accuracy (proportion of
turns with the first best user goal correctly estimated) and the L2 score (Euclidean
distance of the correct goal indicator vector and the estimated goal distribution)
which measures calibration of the posterior distribution. For a complete overview
of the metrics we refer the reader to the DSTC2 and 3 handbook [Henderson et al.,
2013a].

For evaluation of our trackers we used the DSTC2 and DSTC3 datasets be-
cause they contain complex dialogues with users changing their goals. The other
DSTC1, DSTC4-5 challenges are not interesting for our research. The dialogues
in the DSTC1 did not have frequent user goal changes and the challenges after
DSTC3 were shifted away from the goal oriented setup.

DSTC 2 and 3 Data Format

The format of the DSTC2 and 3 data is designed to simulate processing of real
dialogues. It contains dialogue turns recorded with real users. Example of one
such a dialogue can be seen in Figure 2.1.
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Every turn contains semantic representation of machine action (like re-
quest(slot=food), meaning that the machine is interested in the food type
preferred by the user). The machine actions are then transformed to the actual
prompt that is communicated to the user.

Every dialogue turn also contains response from the user. The response is
represented in two ways. First, raw hypotheses of the ASR module (like ”I
want restaurants serving Spanish food”). Second, hypotheses about the semantic
representation of the ASR output (like inform(food=spanish)

All this information is usually present in the real systems. However, for
an automatic evaluation of tracking systems, human annotations are needed.
The challenge organizers annotated the data with correct user goal labels that
tells which intentions the user have in every dialogue turn (like [food:spanish,
pricerange:moderate, name:dontcare]). Also, the annotation contains transcrip-
tion of user responses made by human annotators.

With this data, the dialogue state tracking systems can be automatically
evaluated in an offline manner, without a need for real interaction with human
users. However, the offline nature of the setup comes with a cost. Obviously, the
dialogue flow cannot be changed from the flow collected with the simple dialogue
manager used during the data collection.

2.2 Related Work

The promise of statistical DST in spoken dialogue systems is to enhance ro-
bustness and increase success rate of dialogues. Statistical systems maintain a
probabilistic distribution over a set of possible dialogue states. Therefore the
dialogue policy can better deal with misrecognitions. In situations when the first
best dialogue state proves to be wrong, the true dialogue state might be the
second or the third best and there is a hope that dialogue policy might use the
whole probabilistic distribution to its advantage. Even though, the dialogue state
tracking is only a sub-component of a complete dialogue system, it was shown
that better dialogue state tracking translates to better dialogue policies learned
via reinforcement learning [Lee, 2014].

The DSTCs [Williams et al., 2013, Henderson et al., 2014b,a] provide a shared
testbed with datasets and tools for evaluating dialogue state tracking methods.
The first three dialogue state tracking challenges [Williams et al., 2013, Henderson
et al., 2014b,a] were dominated by machine learning based trackers [Lee and
Eskenazi, 2013, Lee, 2013, Williams, 2014, Henderson et al., 2014c]. However,
when we consider the case where all trackers have the same (and only) SLU
input, some rule-based trackers [Wang and Lemon, 2013, Kadlec et al., 2014a,
Sun et al., 2014, Kadlec et al., 2014b] can achieve performance comparable to the
top trackers.

In the following chapters, we aim to incrementally develop a tracker that
unite the best of both worlds — high accuracy of the machine learning trackers
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Turn 1 M: How may I help you?
Welcome()

U: I'm looking for a pub with an internet connection and tell asian
Inform(type=pub), Inform(hasinternet=true) ~ 1.00

Turn 2 M: What part of town do you have in mind?
SlotRequest(slot=area)

U: I don't care
Inform(this=dontcare) ~ 1.00

Turn 3 M: The Alma is an outstanding pub.
Offer(name=the alma), Inform(type=pub)

U: does it have an internet connection
Inform(request-hasinternet=true) ~ 0.97

Turn 4 M: The Alma doesn't have any internet connection.
Offer(name=the alma), Inform(hasinternet=false)

U: I would like to look for the venue
Hello() ~ 0.12

Turn 5 M: The Alma is an outstanding pub.
Offer(name=the alma), Inform(type=pub)

U: I'm looking for a pub with an internet connection
Inform(type=pub), Inform(hasinternet=true) ~ 0.99

Turn 6 M: The Bakers, which has an internet connection, is an outstanding pub.
Offer(name=the bakers), Inform(hasinternet=true), Inform(type=pub)

U: does it have television
Inform(name=carringtons cafe restaurant) ~ 0.12

Turn 7 M: I am sorry but there is no information on The Bakers's food.
CantHelpMissingSlot(slot=foodname=the bakers), Offer(name=the bakers)

U: does it have a tv
Inform(request-hastv=true) ~ 0.99

Turn 8 M: The Bakers has a television.
Offer(name=the bakers), Inform(hastv=true)

U: what is the address
Inform(request-addr=true) ~ 1.00

Turn 9 M: The Bakers is located on 176 East Road.
Offer(name=the bakers), Inform(addr=176 east road)

U: what is the price range
Inform(request-pricerange=true) ~ 0.99

Turn 10 M: The Bakers is in the cheap price range.
Offer(name=the bakers), Inform(pricerange=cheap)

U: thank you
ThankYou() ~ 1.0

Figure 2.1: An example dialogue from the DSTC3 seed dataset as provided from
challenge organizers (with small improvements for the better readability). The
dialogue turns contain a machine action transcription (that machine expressed to
the user via synthetized voice) with its semantic representation, the user input
processed via ASR, and the output of the SLU module, that was used in the live
system, during the dataset collection.
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and better interpretability of the rule based trackers which gives guarantees on
the output (this requirement is especially important for business use cases). A
similar research direction was recently explored in [Sun et al., 2015]. The core of
our proposed tracker consists of several update rules that use a few parameters
that are computed by a recurrent neural network. The parameters control how
easily belief can be changed during dialogue (e.g. they can model user changing
their goals).

In this work we compare to the performance of machine learning [Bohus and
Rudnicky, 2006, Lee and Eskenazi, 2013, Lee, 2013, Henderson et al., 2013b, Met-
allinou et al., 2013, Ren et al., 2014, Williams, 2014, Sun et al., 2014, Henderson
et al., 2014d] and rule-based systems [Young et al., 2010, Williams, 2010, Thom-
son and Young, 2010, Žilka et al., 2013, Wang and Lemon, 2013, Kadlec et al.,
2014a] families of trackers.

Despite the fact that the machine learning enabled trackers dominated the
first two DSTCs, we show that for some subproblems of DST the interpretable
rule based updates perform comparably. We compare importance of different
DST subproblems in the light of the recent DSTCs.

Dialogue State Tracker Categorization

This section brings a short categorization of the previous work in the field of DST.
There are three major dichotomies which can be used to categorize the DST
techniques. These are: type of probability modeled by the tracker (generative
or discriminative model), origin of the decision rules (rule-based or machine-
learned), and markovianity. Overview of the recently published systems and
their categorization based on these criteria is in Table 2.1. A discussion on the
categorization follows.

Generative models model the joint distribution of the user goal and system
observations, whereas the discriminative models capture the conditional proba-
bility. However, in the context of the DST the term generative model often refers
to the family of models derived from the Hidden Information State (HIS) [Young
et al., 2010, Gašić, 2011, Williams, 2010, Kadlec et al., 2014a], usually rule-based,
whereas the term discriminative models usually means machine-learned discrim-
inative models, most frequently the Maximum Entropy (ME) models [Bohus and
Rudnicky, 2006, Lee and Eskenazi, 2013, Sun et al., 2014, Williams, 2012b, Met-
allinou et al., 2013], Conditional Random Field (CRF) [Lee, 2013], Neural Net-
works (NNs) [Henderson et al., 2013b, 2014d, Sun et al., 2014] or hypotheses
ranking [Williams, 2014]. However, there are also examples of discriminative sys-
tems described by handcrafted probabilistic rules as introduced by Žilka et al.
[Žilka et al., 2013], or a method proposed in this chapter. On the other hand, the
HIS-based system does not need to be entirely rule-based. Original HIS [Young
et al., 2010] utilized a data-induced bigram dialogue flow model. A hybrid ap-
proach was shown by Kim et al. [Kim et al., 2013] where the output of the HIS
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is postprocessed by the ME model, and by Lee et al. [Lee et al., 2014] where the
free parameters of the HIS probabilistic rules are optimized on a training set.

Another categorization is whether the model is Markovian, i.e. whether the
belief update depends only on the previous belief state and the current observation
or whether it computes P(St) as a function of Oo:t, usually implemented by a
machine learning algorithm. Trackers based on HIS [Young et al., 2010, Gašić,
2011, Williams, 2010, Kadlec et al., 2014a], as well as other systems based on
probabilistic rules such as the systems of Wang and Lemon [Wang and Lemon,
2013] or by Žilka et al. [Žilka et al., 2013] are Markovian. Most of the machine-
learned trackers first generate hypotheses based on the SLU output and then use
learned classifiers to score the hypotheses, one exception is [Henderson et al.,
2014d] that computes the probability distribution over all possible user goals and
at the same time it is Markovian since it is based on recurrent NNs.

Another view that could be used for categorization of the DST systems is
whether the model depends on particular values of goals. Most of the trackers
are value independent, however some trackers also model the confusions origi-
nating in ASR. Value dependent tracking, however, requires in-domain training
data. Henderson [Henderson et al., 2014d] uses additional adaptation of value
independent NNs for particular slot values.

Ensemble methods also prove to be very useful. The winner of the DSTC1
challenge [Lee and Eskenazi, 2013] used output of other tracker as a features
for the ME model. The first two teams in DSTC2 [Williams, 2014, Henderson
et al., 2014d] used model averaging. Moreover, stacking of all the DSTC2 sub-
missions [Henderson et al., 2014b] outperformed all particular trackers submitted
to the challenge.

2.3 DST as Bayesian Belief Update

The goal of the DST task is to estimate what a user wants to achieve in the
dialogue, the true user goal, while observing the noisy ASR and SLU outputs.
Formally, it can be defined as computing the best estimate of user’s belief state
St at time t given observations available to the tracker up to the time t, that is:

P(St) =
∑
O1:t

P(St|O1:t) · P(O1:t), (2.1)

where O1:t is a random variable representing a sequence of all observations. Ob-
servation Ot can be further factorized as Ot = ⟨Mt, Ut⟩ where Mt is machine’s
action that is always fully observable and Ut is user’s action that is usually ob-
served with noise.

We may model the probability distribution as not depending only on the ob-
servations but also on the previous belief states. Then we can write: P(St|O1:t) =∑

S0...St−1 P(S0:t|O1:t). After factorizing term P(S0:t|O1:t) via a recursive applica-
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Table 2.1: A Brief overview of relevant dialogue state tracking systems.
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tion of the chain rule and the Markov assumption we get:

P(S0:t|O1:t) = P(St|S0:t−1, O1:t) · P(S0:t−1|O1:t) =
P(St|St−1, Ot) · P(St−1|St−2, Ot−1) . . . P(S0) =

P(S0) ·
∏

i=1...t

P(Si|Si−1, Oi) (2.2)

The complete probability distribution is specified by the following equation:

P(St) =
∑

S0...St−1

P(S0) ·
∑
O1:t

P(O1:t) ·
∏

i=1...t

P(Si|Si−1, Oi). (2.3)

Since the tracker computes the new beliefs incrementally after each turn, the
following recursive formulation can be used in practice:

P(St) =
∑
St−1

∑
Ot

P(St|St−1, Ot)P(St−1)P(Ot), (2.4)

where the term P(Si|Si−1, Oi) is called a discriminative dialogue model, P(St−1)
is a probability of the state from the previous time step and P(Ot) is a probability
of observation. The dialogue model specifies how the dialogue state evolves over
time. In Section 3.2 we show simple equations that result in dialogue state tracker
with accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-art machine learning trackers.

Generative Formulation
Generative approach decomposes the dialogue model further as:

P(St|St−1, Ot) = P(St|St−1, Mt) · P(Ut|St)

Therefore change of the dialogue state is not directly conditioned on the ob-
served action. The goal change model can be described by rules such as:

P(St = y|St−1 = x, CantHelp(St−1 = x)) =

⎧⎨⎩αch x = y
1−αch

|S|−1 x ̸= y
(2.5)

Where αch is close to 0, at least it should hold that αch < 1
|S|−1 therefore apriori

probability of S = x, that is staying on the same goal which was ”rejected” by
the CantHelp action, would be smaller than probability of changing the belief to
a different goal S = y. In cases where machine action Mt ̸= CantHelp(St−1 = x)
a different parameter, α, that should be close to 1 will be used in the update
rule, this parameter tying schema was proposed in [Thomson and Young, 2010].
α expresses the tendency to remember previous observations. When α < 1 the
weight of previous observations decays exponentially with time. Therefore it is
easier to override previous inferred goal with a new observation compared to the
case where α = 1 on the other hand the system has tendency to “forget” past
beliefs as experienced in Žilka et al. [2013].
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3
Rule-based State Tracking

In this chapter, we describe our experiments addressing dialogue state tracking
in scenarios when almost no in-domain training data are available. This scenario
usually happens when a dialogue system for a new domain is developed.

As a common testbed for this setup, the DSTC3 was introduced by Hen-
derson et al. [2013a]. The challenge simulates low data scenario by giving only
eleven, short, in-domain dialogues. The other data were hidden for the challenge
participants and used for a blind evaluation.

In this setup, we achieved second best tracking accuracy in the challenge. The
blindly evaluated tracker is denoted as the Submitted tracker (see Section 3.1). It
uses a set of equations describing three interpretable ideas for belief calculations.

This chapter also describes experiments with a redesigned version of the
tracker that achieves even better results (see Section 3.2). We stress the impor-
tance of SLU hypotheses modifications that proved to be crucial both in DSTC2
and DSTC3 as shows the evaluation (see Section 3.3).

We conclude the chapter by summarizing the most important lessons learned
from the challenge (see Section 3.4) and the closing discussion (see Section 3.5).

The chapter is based on parts of our work from Kadlec et al. [2014b].

3.1 Tracker Submitted to DSTC3

In this section we describe our tracker submitted to the DSTC3 that finished
second in the joint slot accuracy. The performance of this tracker is denoted as
“Submitted tracker” in Table 3.1.
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Belief Update

The tracker submitted to the DSTC3 was an extension of work [Kadlec et al.,
2014a]. The extension made it possible to cope with changing user goals. How-
ever, after the challenge deadline, we formulated new belief update equations that
yield even better results. The update equations of the later tracker are described
in Section 3.2.

The submitted tracker uses the partition tree originally used in the HIS [Young
et al., 2010]. However, unlike the HIS, we use a discriminative update equation
and allow probability mass in the partitions to be redistributed in a less restricted
way. Accordingly with the original HIS, we distinguish the belief refinement and
belief transfer phases.

The probability from partitions that are not compatible with the current
observations is moved to the most similar partitions that are compatible with the
observations. For that we define a declined probability P̃t(p) of a partition p ∈ P
in turn t:.

Pt+1(p) = P′
t+1(p) − P̃t+1(p) +

∑
Ut,Mt∈Ot

pdec∈P

P(Ut) · Φ(p, pdec, Mt, Ut) · P̃t+1(pdec) (3.1)

Intuitively, we can imagine the declined probability as a probability which is
removed from a partition e.g. due to its incompatibility with current observations.

The equation consists of two parts. The first component denoted as P′
t+1(p)

belongs to the belief refinement that is equal to the original HIS.

We write:

P′
t+1(p) = k · Pt(p) ·

∑
P(Ut) · P(Ut|p, Mt). (3.2)

However, this belief refinement equation does not deal well with user goals
changing in time. Therefore, we add the declined probability transfer to the
original HIS belief transfer phase.

Computation of the declined probability is based on counting penalization
for every goal slot according to current observations. The more the partition is
penalized, the more its probability is declined:

P̃t+1(p) = P′
t+1(p) ·

∑
s=v∈p

Penalizationt+1(s = v) (3.3)

The penalization is computed from a probability of a slot value being specified
by observations while the partition does have different value or does not have any
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value at all for the slot:

Penalizationt+1(s = v) =

=

⎧⎨⎩0 if Inform(s = v) ∈ Ut∑
Inform(s=x)∈Ut

P(s = x) if Inform(s = v) /∈ Ut

(3.4)

The definition says, that the partition with s = v won’t be penalized if user
informed that goal. Otherwise, penalization is calculated as the sum of probabil-
ities of all other goals that were informed.

The last component of equation 3.1 redistributes the declined probability to
other partitions according to the goal change model indicated as Φ(p1, p2, Mt, Ut).
The goal change model determines which p1 receives the declined probability of
p2 based on the Mt and Ut.

Formally, the goal change model can be described by a compatibility function
Ψ(p1, p2, Mt, Ut) as follows:

Φ(p1, p2, u, a) =

⎧⎨⎩Ψ(p1, p2, Mt, Ut) if p1 = argmaxp Ψ(p, p2, Mt, Ut)
0 otherwise

(3.5)

Intuitively, the model distributes all the declined probability of p2 only into
the most compatible partitions.

The formal compatibility definition which uses a partition similarity
sim(p1, p2) follows:

Ψ(p1, p2, Mt, Ut) = Λ(p1, Mt, Ut) · sim(p1, p2) (3.6)

Definition of the similarity function:

sim(p1, p2) = 1
|p1|

· |{s = v : s = v ∈ p1 ∧ s = v ∈ p2}| (3.7)

SLU Modifications

Computing new SLU hypotheses from the provided ASR hypotheses proved as
crucial for good performance in DSTC2. The top three teams [Williams, 2014,
Henderson et al., 2014d, Sun et al., 2014] from DSTC2 used ASR hypotheses as
their input.

Based on the initial results of our tracker on the seed dataset (just 11 dia-
logues) we identified several obvious shortcomings of the live SLU. Due to the
limited size of the training set we decided to derive several heuristics instead of
adopting machine learning techniques for this task, e.g. [Henderson et al., 2012].
We made changes to the original SLU hypotheses based on the following obser-
vations:
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• “Don’t care” sentences — SLU failed to recognize several phrases informing
that the user does not care about the value of a slot (e.g., “I don’t care about
food”, “any food”).

• Missing spaces — several multi-word entries that were listed in the do-
main ontology with spaces (e.g., “fen ditton”) were recognized by the ASR
without spaces (“fenditton”).

• Including phrases — there are few pairs of entries in the domain ontology
where one entry is a part of the other. The SLU creates hypotheses for both
entries, even if only one of them should be present (e.g., “I want pub food”
should be recognized only as food=pub and not as food=pub, type=pub).

• Requestable indicators — in several cases the SLU failed to recognize
phrases by which users requested slot values (e.g., “does it …”).

• Word confusions — complicated words (e.g., “television”) were sometimes
recognized by the ASR as a group of words with similar sounding (“tell
asian”). We added rules that correct these confusions.

3.2 Redesigned Tracker
In this section, our improved version of the tracker is introduced. We call the
tracker the redesigned tracker. The tracker operates on a set of joint hypotheses.
For each turn, the tracker generates a set of hypotheses about the user’s goals and
assigns to them the scores based on the last machine action, the observed user
actions, and the scores of the hypotheses in the previous turn. Empty hypothesis
h = ∅ represents a state where the system has no information about user’s goal.
An example of instantiated hypothesis is h = {area = west, type = italian}.

This procedure is different from our submitted tracker where the probabili-
ties were distributed among partitions which formed a tree like structure. The
structure constrained where the probabilities could be distributed. On the other
hand, hypotheses and their transitions are not constrained to trees.

The belief state is represented by a set of all tracked hypotheses together with
their probabilities. Similar representation is used by other trackers, e.g., Williams
[2014]. In the following notation, m stands for a machine action, u denotes a
user action observed on the SLU list, ũ is an unobserved user action. Further,
we introduce a new parameter called durability. It is a function of a slot and
the dialogue context at time t, that is Dt(S). The purpose of introducing the
durability is to control flexibility of a user changing current goal. For example,
it can be more probable that users change their goal after m = CantHelp than
after m = ImplicitConfirm. These situations can be handled by the durability
which specifies how easy it is to override a previously remembered slot value. In
the beginning, the durability is 0 for all slots, that is D0(S) = 0. The heuristics
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for durability when t > 0 are:

Dt(S) =

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Dt−1(S) if SLUt does not contain Inform affecting S

creset m = CantHelp(S = x)
creset m = Select(S)
cinform otherwise

(3.8)

The durability for a slot S is creset when the system informs that there is no
entity with given value for slot S. This is also the case for the Select machine
action. In the other cases the durability is cinform. The dialogue model is specified
as:

P(hnew|hold, m, u) =

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 m = CantHelp(S = x) ∧ ⟨S = x⟩ ∈ hnew

Dt(S) u = ũ ∧ hnew = hold ∧ hnew ̸= ∅
1 − Dt(S) hold

u−→ hnew

0 otherwise.

(3.9)

Here, the notation hold
u−→ hnew means that it is possible to make transition from

hold to hnew on user action u. We define this relation as:

hold
u−→ hnew =

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
true u = Inform(S = y) ∧ hnew \ hold = ⟨S = y⟩
true u = Deny(S = y) ∧ hold \ hnew = ⟨S = y⟩
false otherwise.

(3.10)

A similar parameter tying scheme can be seen in the work Thomson et al.
[2008].

In a case when multiple slots are informed at once, multiplication of their dura-
bility is used. Note that probability transferred from one hypothesis to another
is smaller or equal to the confidence of Inform action. However, for CantHelp
machine actions we usually want to rapidly decrease probability of declined par-
titions. Therefore we set P(St) = 0 for these hypotheses when there is Inform
indicating that the user changed his goal.

Fitting the Parameters
The best parameters for cinform and creset were found through a simple grid search
method. Fig. 3.1 shows how the joint slot accuracy depends on cinform with
creset = 0.20. The best parameters for cinform found on the development set from
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Figure 3.1: Influence of cInform on the joint tracking accuracy.

DSTC2 (dev2) is 0.60, the best value on test set (test2) is 0.65. The joint slot
accuracy for these parameters was 0.645 on dev2 and 0.737 on test2. The graph
is also plotted for test set from DSTC3 (test3), which illustrates that the best
parameters found on training datasets work well for test3 dataset and vice versa.

3.3 Evaluation on DSTC2 and DSTC3

Results

Table 3.1 summarizes results of the best trackers submitted to both DSTC2 [Hen-
derson et al., 2014b] and DSTC3 [Henderson et al., 2014a] along with results of
our two trackers.

The first section in Table 3.1 shows two baseline trackers. The focus baseline
was the best baseline in DSTC2 and HWU baseline was the best baseline in
DSTC3. The second section lists the top three trackers from DSTC2 that used
their own SLU. The third section lists the top trackers from DSTC2 that used
only live SLU hypotheses. This provides the best comparison of the dialogue
models used by each tracker. For [Henderson et al., 2014d] that uses only SLU
hypotheses we report results for tracker that does not take into account values of
slots.

The fourth section shows our trackers: the tracker submitted to DSTC3, and
the redesigned tracker reported in this chapter. The fifth section shows the best
tracker from DSTC3 utilizing ASR hypotheses and the sixth section lists trackers
from DSTC3 using only live SLU.
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dev2 test2 test3
ASR Acc. L2 Acc. L2 Acc. L2

Focus baseline .623 .601 .719 .464 .556 .750
HWU baseline .711 .466 .575 .744
Williams [2014]

√
.784 .735

Henderson et al. [2014d]
√

.768 .346
Sun et al. [2014]

√
.750 .416

Williams [2014] .666 .739 .739 .721
Henderson et al. [2014d] .737 .406
Sun et al. [2014] .735 .433
Smith [2014] .729 .452
Lee et al. [2014] .726 .427
Ren et al. [2014] .718 .437

IB
M

Submitted tracker
√

.630 .627
Submitted tracker .642 .601 .735 .454
Redesigned tracker .645 .591 .737 .429 .584 .694
Redesigned tracker

√
.660 .576

DSTC3 team3 entry0
√

.646 .538
DSTC3 team7 entry1 .576 .652
DSTC3 team1 entry3 .561 .733

Table 3.1: Joint slot tracking results from trackers submitted to DSTC2 and
DSTC3. Trackers that used ASR have

√
in the corresponding column. The

other trackers used only live SLU hypotheses. The best results for given dataset,
metric and tracker category are in bold. Tracker categories are discussed in the
text.
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Machine: Could you please repeat that?

User: spanish food (ground truth)

SLU: 1. Inform(food=danish) 0.39

2. Inform(food=dontcare) 0.26

food=spanish,
pricerange=moderate

food=danish,
pricerange=moderate

0.434

0.420
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pricerange=moderate

food=spanish

0.967

0.022

Focus baseline

Figure 3.2: Comparison of the focus baseline and our tracker with three different
parameterizations on an example dialogue from DSTC2 test set where the trackers
differ in their predictions. First part of the figure shows posterior of the belief
state after the fourth turn. Both trackers have almost the same belief state
and the most probable hypothesis matches the ground truth. Only the two best
hypotheses are shown. The correct hypothesis is denoted by the bold text. In the
fifth turn, relatively weak SLU hypothesis Inform(food=danish) changes the belief
state of the focus tracker a lot and the correct hypothesis is no longer the most
probable one. The change of the belief state in our redesigned tracker depends
on D(food) — durability of slot food. We show belief states for the optimal value
fitted from dev2 dataset that is 0.6. And for two extreme values — 0 and 1.
When the durability is 0 it is relatively easy to override the previously collected
value. Even though in this case the correct hypothesis is still the most probable
one. When D=0.6 the belief state of our tracker is not affected that much by
weak inform. With D=1 the new value is hardly able to change the previous one.

Discussion

First, we discuss results of our redesigned tracker on DSTC2 and then we proceed
to DSTC3. It can be seen that when the trackers operate on the same input, that
is only on live SLU provided in the datasets, the differences in joint slot accuracy
are in fact very small. The overall best tracker in DSTC2 [Williams, 2014] is only
by one percentage point better than the best rule-based tracker [Smith, 2014]
submitted to DSTC2 on test2 in terms of joint slot accuracy. In these conditions
our redesigned tracker is only 0.2 percent point worse than the best DSTC2
tracker. The second best submitted tracker [Henderson et al., 2014d] performs
on par with our rule-based tracker and the third best system [Sun et al., 2014] is
worse by 0.2 percent point. All these three systems [Williams, 2014, Henderson
et al., 2014d, Sun et al., 2014] use machine learning to learn the best dialogue
model from the training data. To our knowledge the best “rule-based” tracker
participating in DSTC2 was [Smith, 2014], our redesigned tracker outperforms it
by 0.8 percentage points.
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In DSTC3, our submitted tracker performed 1.6 percentage point worse on
the joint slot accuracy than the best tracker. However, our redesigned tracker
outperforms even the best tracker when it achieves 66% joint slot accuracy with
durability parameters estimated on test2. We also tested our redesigned tracker
without SLU modifications described in Section 3.1. This tracked was 7.6 per-
centage points worse than the same tracker with SLU modifications, however it
was 0.8 percentage points better than the best DSTC3 submission using only live
SLU hypotheses (team7 entry1).

Strong performance of our redesigned tracker on DSTC2 test dataset with
only the live SLU hypotheses, suggests that the rules describing the evolution of
a belief in a single hypothesis over the time might be relatively simple and it is
possible to describe them by a set of equations. Figure 3.2 shows an example
dialogue where our tracker performs better than the focus baseline tracker on a
dialogue from test2 dataset.

In the next two sections we will categorize related dialogue state trackers
and discuss in depth possible implications of our results for the design of future
trackers.

3.4 Lessons Learned from the DSTCs

In this section we try to summarize the results of the first three dialogue state
tracking challenges and discuss implications for a design of belief state tracking
systems.

In the DSTC1 [Williams et al., 2013] there were in total 4 test datasets.
Datasets 1 and 2 had poorly calibrated SLU confidence scores compared to the
dataset 3. On dataset 3, rule-based Bayesian trackers without any training [Wang
and Lemon, 2013, Kadlec et al., 2014a] performed comparably to the best tracker
using ME models [Lee and Eskenazi, 2013]. After incorporation priors, bayesian
trackers even outperformed the ME model [Kadlec et al., 2014a]. However, on
the first and second dataset a ME model proved to be superior to the bayesian
models since it can deal with correlated SLU errors.

In the DSTC2 [Henderson et al., 2014b], the top three teams [Williams, 2014,
Henderson et al., 2014d, Sun et al., 2014] used machine learning for various sub-
tasks of the DST. However, as already discussed, when the learned dialogue mod-
els were presented with the same SLU input, the machine learning models still
perform the best but their performance margin over rule-based model presented
in this chapter is minimal.

This leads us to conclude that the DST problem can be decomposed into
several smaller subproblems and machine learning might be used only for some
of them that require data-driven learning adaptation. One downside of machine
learning approaches is that they are often hard to interpret. In contrast, the
rule-based systems expressed by a set of equations have a clear interpretation.
At least in the case of DSTC2 and 3 and the third test set from DSTC1 there
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are rule-based trackers that perform comparably to machine learning. Therefore
the behavior encoded in parameters of the ML model can be expressed in a more
succinct form of equations.

Decomposing the DST
In this part we try to decompose the DST problem into several smaller sub-
problems and we discuss which of those problems are in our opinion suitable
for machine learning and where rule-based approaches perform comparably to
machine learning.

Virtually every DST system can be decomposed into these three components:

SLU specifies how the input, usually an ASR result, is translated into a seman-
tic representation. E.g., SLU(“I want Italian restaurant.”) = Inform(food=ital-
ian). Note that besides plain text transcripts the SLU can also leverage other
modalities of speech or user behavior in general. SLU can be realized by grammars
or by statistical models, e.g. [Henderson et al., 2012]. Statistical models proved
useful in DSTC2 where there was enough of training data. In DSTC3 where only
11 annotated dialogues were available, our tracker benefited even from simpler
grammar based approach.

Value independent probability evolution model specifies evolution of be-
lief in one single hypothesis based on a sequence of observed user and machine
actions. This model describes how the belief about user’s true goal accumu-
lates over the time and how it is affected by system actions that inform the
user about a nonexistence of the desired goal. This model is independent on
the actual slot value. Most of the dialogue state tracking approaches presented
so far are value independent. For a value independent model it holds that
O0:t|x = O0:t|y ⇒ P(St = x) = P(St = y) where O0:t|x represents all obser-
vations relevant for hypothesis S = x.

The value independent model can be further decomposed into observation
aggregation model and goal change model. Observation aggregation model is
responsible for accumulating belief over the time when the user’s goal is supposed
to be fixed. Goal change model predicts when it is likely that the user’s goal has
changed. Goal change usually happens when the system informs the user that his
desired goal state is impossible and also in situations where there are repeated
mis-recognitions and the user tries a different goal in a hope that this time the
ASR will work better. To our knowledge none of the existing models explicitly
accounts for the second example, however, the model presented in [Henderson
et al., 2014d] in principle can learn this behavior.

Results of trackers from DSTC2 that are summarized in the third and fourth
section of Table 3.1 suggest that the value independent model learned by machine
learning trackers does not enhance performance significantly. Performance of our
redesigned tracker on DSTC2 test dataset with durability parameter fitted on the
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training dataset was 73.7% whereas the best machine learning tracker achieved
73.9% and the second best ML tracker was on par with our tracker. For instance,
our rule-based model might be used instead of the generic NN in [Henderson et al.,
2014d] since the performance of those two models is the same on the same input
data. This would yield a hybrid model with interpretable core and a machine
learning layer on top of it that can adjust the output based on slots’ values.

Value dependent model specifies behavior that depends on actual value
of the slot. For instance, it can take into account common confusions between
different slot values or their relative frequency. This model might be seen as a
higher level reasoning that acts upon the basic model. An example instance of
this model might be simple priors counted on the training data that re-weight the
hypothesis probability as used in [Williams, 2012a, Kadlec et al., 2014a]. Or a
neural network that can encode even more complex behaviors used in [Henderson
et al., 2014d].

Goal change model — the current rule-driven systems usually assume that
the user’s goal can change with a small constant probability over the time and
with much higher probability once the system informs the user that the current
most probable goal is unreachable (e.g., CantHelp act from DSTC). However,
more detailed goal change models might be used. For instance, the dialogue
state tracking system might monitor the dialogue and detect situations where
the system is not able to understand user’s request and as a result the user
changes his mind and tries another request. Consider a following situation, user
says “I want an Italian restaurant.” and the system replies “Can you repeat
that?”. This repeats two times and when the user realizes that the dialogue
system won’t understand him (e.g. because of his pronunciation) he asks for a
Spanish restaurant. This time the ASR understands perfectly but it might happen
that the accumulated belief from the previous turns decreases the strength of the
current observation. When the goal change model correctly predicts that multiple
repetitions might indicate goal change, the new observation might be weighted
more. Machine learning approaches usually does not explicitly account for goal
change model even though they might learn it jointly with probability evolution
propagation model.

3.5 Discussion

We have presented a simple rule-based tracker that performs comparably to the
state-of-the-art trackers at least on the DSTC2 and DSTC3 datasets. This leads
us to a conclusion that for certain subproblems of the DST, machine learning
approaches are only marginally better than our rule-based tracker but they lack
the interpretability of our approach.

Therefore, we argue that machine learning might be suitable only for selected
subproblems of DST whereas other subproblems like the value independent prob-
ability evolution model might be described by a set of equations that are easier
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to interpret, debug and author. This would lead to a hybrid tracker unifying
machine-learned submodels with equation based submodels having the best of
both worlds.
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4
Hybrid Dialogue State Tracker

In this chapter, we extend our rule-based tracker (see Chapter 3) by a machine-
learned component called probability transition modulator. Our motivation to
use the machine learning techniques comes from empirical results of DSTC2
trackers. In the results, the machine-learned trackers outperform rule-based ap-
proaches, when the training data are available.

On the other hand, the pure machine-learned trackers are hard to interpret.
Therefore, we want to combine the best of both worlds in a single tracker. The
successful result of our work is called the Hybrid Dialogue State Tracker.

The rules of our rule-based tracker are implemented as differentiable equations
that are modulated by a couple of parameters. Fine-tuning constants for the
parameters improved the tracking performance as shown in the previous chapter.
In this chapter, we improve the tracking performance further by calculating the
parameter values dynamically by a trained probability transition modulator.

In the following sections we describe architecture of the tracker (see Sec-
tion 4.1), our training method (see Section 4.2) and the results (see Section 4.3)
we got. The chapter is based on our work Vodolán et al. [2015].

4.1 Architecture with Machine-learned
Component

In the Chapter 3, we introduced a dialogue state tracker based on a few simple
rules which scored second in the joint slot accuracy in DSTC3 and its slightly
modified version has the state-of-the-art accuracy on this dataset. Here we sim-
plify the original rules for per slot tracking (in contrast with our previous work
where we tracked the slots jointly in the partitions) and we add the machine-
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learned component that provides parameters for these rules. We call the resulting
architecture the Hybrid tracker.

The tracker operates on a probability distribution over values for each slot
separately. For each turn, the tracker generates these distributions reflecting
the user’s goals based on the last machine action, the observed user actions,
the probability distributions in the previous turn and the hidden state lt−1 of a
recurrent network L from the previous turn. The probability distribution hs

t for
a single slot s and turn t is represented by a vector indexed by possible values
of the slot s. The joint belief state is represented by the probability distribution
over Cartesian product for each slot.

In the following notation is
t denotes a user action pre-processed into a prob-

ability distribution of informed values for the slot s and turn t. During the
pre-processing, every Affirm() from SLU is transformed into Inform(slot=value)
according to the machine action Mt.

Further, we introduce a function corresponding to the simplified rules hs
t =

R(hs
t−1, is, cnew, coverride), which is a function of a probability distribution in the

previous turn, the pre-processed user action and two parameters which control
how the new probability distribution hs

t is computed. The next function lt =
L(lt−1, fs, fm, is) is recurrent and takes its own output lt−1 from the previous
turn, the features fs indicating the tracked slot, the features fm representing
machine action Mt and the pre-processed user action is of the turn t. The output
of the recurrent network is then linearly transformed by F (lt) to parameters cnew

and coverride for R. The structure of the tracker is shown in Figure 4.1.

Rule-based Part

The rule-based part of the tracker, represented by the function R, consists of
several simple update rules parametrized by parameters cnew and coverride

1. Each
of the parameters controls transition probability in a different way:

• cnew — controls how easy it would be to change the belief from hypothesis
None to an instantiated slot value,

• coverride — models a goal change, that is, how easily it would be to override
current belief with a new observation.

In the Hybrid tracker, a neural network computes these parameters. The rule-
based part of our tracker is specified by following equations. The first equation
specifies belief update rule for probability assigned to slot’s value v1:

hs
t [v1] = hs

t−1[v1] − h̃s
t [v1] + is

t [v1] ·
∑

v2 ̸=v1

hs
t−1[v2] · av1v2 (4.1)

1These parameters were modelled by a so called durability function in the previous Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.1: The structure of the Hybrid tracker for the turn t. It is a recurrent
model which uses probability distribution hs

t−1 and lt−1 from the previous turn.
Inputs of the machine-learned part of the model (represented by functions L and
F ) are the features indicating the tracked slot fs and the features fm extracted
from the machine actions. The features are used to produce values of parameters
cnew and coverride for the R function.

Where h̃s
t [v1] corresponds to amount of probability that will be transferred from

hs
t−1[v1] to other slot values in hs

t :

h̃s
t [v1] = hs

t−1[v1] ·
∑

v2 ̸=v1

is
t [v2] · av2v1 (4.2)

The av1v2 is called transition coefficient between values v1 and v2. It controls
amount of probability which is transferred from hs

t−1[v2] to hs
t [v1].

av1v2 =

⎧⎨⎩v1 = None cnew

v1 ̸= v2 coverride
(4.3)

The transition coefficients for v1 = v2 would correspond to probability decay
in time. However, our tracker is not using this decay therefore these coefficients
are not defined.

As we can see, the R function is differentiable, therefore the machine-learned
part, described in the following subsection 4.1, can be trained by gradient descent
methods together with the rule-based part.

We can find similar update equations in other rule-based trackers, e.g., Wang
and Lemon [2013], Žilka et al. [2013], Sun et al. [2014] and also in our tracker
from previous Chapter 3.
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Probability Transition Modulator
The second part of our model is responsible for producing values of R’s parameters
cnew, coverride which were described in the Chapter 3. These parameters were
modeled only by the durability function. However, in the Hybrid tracker we use
neural network L to estimate the parameters. This way the probability transitions
are modulated.

The structure of the tracker can be seen in Figure 4.1. The machine-learned
part of our tracker is realized by a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997] network. We use recurrent network for L since it can
learn to output different values of c parameters for different parts of the dialogue
(e.g., it is more likely that new hypothesis will arise at the beginning of a dia-
logue). This way, the recurrent network influences the rule-based component of
the tracker. Since there are only two parameters that are used by the rule-based
part, the tracker’s decisions can be easily introspected.

The function L uses the feature fs, which is one-hot representation of the
tracked slot and the feature fm which is composed of three one-hot vectors. One
for the machine action type, second for the relevant slot and third for the relevant
value. If machine action does not have any relevant slot and/or a relevant value
(like in action hello()) zero vector is used for the slot and/or the value.

The last feature of the L function is pre-processed user action is representing
marginal probabilities of informed values for slot s. This feature is a vector with
each element representing probability of some value being informed.

In our tracker we use one machine-learned model that is shared for all slots.
However, the model can distinguish between the slots according to fs feature.
Another approach may be to use a shared model trained for all slots and then it
is fine-tuned for each slot individually [Henderson et al., 2014d].

The recurrent approach allows the tracker to use different parametrization
during the dialogue while still being interpretable because of the explicit role of
the R parameters.

4.2 Training
The parameters of the Hybrid tracker were trained by SGD with AdaGrad [Duchi
et al., 2011] and Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2014] weight update rules. This is pos-
sible since of all parts of the model are differentiable (including the R function).

We trained two groups of trackers with different settings. The first group was
trained by the AdaGrad algorithm with the learning rate 0.5 and the gradient
clipping with threshold 10. With this setting the training algorithm produced
trackers heavily influenced by random initialization, which is good for later en-
sembling of the trackers.

For the second group, we used the Adam update rule with the learning rate
0.01, β1 0.9 and β2 0.999. These settings are much more invariant to random
initialization therefore we randomly masked fm features to get set of different
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trackers. Both groups used L function with 5 LSTM cells and tanh as the acti-
vation function.

From each dialogue in the dstc2_train data (1612 dialogues) we extracted
training samples for the slots food, pricerange and area and used all of them to
train each tracker. The training data was also used for selection of fm features
from machine action2 words. We selected only those machine action words that
appeared more than 5 times. This gives us the total number of 421 fm features
and 3 fs features (one per food, pricerange and area slot).

The evaluated model was an ensemble of multiple trackers that were combined
by averaging. Similar approach proved to be useful also in other RNN based
trackers [Henderson et al., 2014d, Žilka and Jurčíček, 2015]. For the ensemble, we
used 100 trackers randomly selected from both tracker groups containing 115+143
trackers.

We evaluated 10 different ensembles and selected the one with the best per-
formance on validation dstc2_dev (506 dialogues) data, which is reported in sub-
section 4.3. The mean accuracy of the 10 ensembles on dstc2_test data (1117
dialogues) is 0.7448 with the standard deviation 0.0006.

The models were implemented using Theano [Bastien et al., 2012] and
Blocks [Van Merriënboer et al., 2015].

4.3 Evaluation on DSTC2
Table 4.1 shows the results of our Hybrid tracker and other top performing track-
ers known from the literature. In the category of trackers that use only the
live SLU features our systems sets the new state-of-the-art with accuracy 0.745
on dstc2_test. The accuracy of the tracker on dstc2_dev is 0.657 and 0.767 on
dstc2_train.

4.4 Discussion
Evaluation on the DSTC2 dataset shows that our hybrid system that extends
rule-based tracking core with the machine-learned component outperforms the
previous best tracker [Williams, 2014] that used the same SLU input. This result
is also interesting since our machine-learned component is relatively lightweight
(it has only approx. 10k parameters, the hidden state consist of only 5 cells) and
it influences computation of the rule-based part by only 2 parameters which are
easily interpretable.

Regardless the simplicity, the model can learn different behavior for different
parts of the dialogue. This way, the model learns that user goals are changing
more often at beginning of the dialogue than in the end.

2The machine action is represented by dialogue acts.
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test2
ASR Acc. L2 post DSTC

Focus baseline .719 .464
HWU baseline .711 .466
DSTC2 stacking ensemble

√
.798 .308

√

Williams [Williams, 2014]
√

.784 .735
Henderson et al. [Henderson et al., 2014d]

√
.768 .346

Yu et al. [Yu et al., 2015]
√

.762 .436
√

YARBUS [Fix and Frezza-Buet, 2015]
√

.759 .358
√

Sun et al. [Sun et al., 2014]
√

.750 .416
Hybrid Tracker – This chapter .745 .433

√

Williams [Williams, 2014] .739 .721
Henderson et al. [Henderson et al., 2014d] .737 .406
Our previous tracker (Chapter 3) .737 .429

√

Sun et al. [Sun et al., 2014] .735 .433
Smith [Smith, 2014] .729 .452
Lee et al. [Lee et al., 2014] .726 .427
YARBUS [Fix and Frezza-Buet, 2015] .725 .440

√

Ren et al. [Ren et al., 2014] .718 .437

Table 4.1: Joint slot tracking results for various systems reported in the literature.
The trackers that used ASR have

√
in the corresponding column. The results

of systems that did not participate in DSTC2 are marked by
√

in the ”post
DSTC” column. The first group shows two baselines provided in the DSTC2.
The second group shows results of an ensemble of all trackers submitted to the
challenge [Henderson et al., 2014b]. This system achieves the best result among
the systems that use both the original SLU and ASR. The third group lists
individual trackers that use ASR. The fourth group lists systems that use only
the live SLU provided in the original dataset. Our Hybrid tracker sets new state-
of-the-art result in this category. The best results for a given metric and tracker
group are in bold.
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5
Hybrid Dialogue State Tracker

with ASR Features

In the previous chapter we described our Hybrid tracker which was built around
interpretable equations modulated by a machine-learned component. In this
chapter, we extend the tracker by an end-to-end trainable SLU component that
can directly access words recognized by the ASR. The trainable SLU is motivated
by the need to correct typical error patterns that come out of the ASR.

Understanding those patterns leads to a significant performance boost and
state-of-the-art results on DSTC2 dataset in the category where tracker can access
all the features the typical SDS provides. The averaged ensemble of our trackers
surpasses the stacking ensemble which uses trackers of all DSTC2 participants.

In a similar way to the previous chapters, first, we present an architecture
description of the improved tracker (see Section 5.1), then we describe the training
setup (see Section 5.3), the results we got (see Section 5.4), and we conclude this
chapter by analysis of the phenomena the tracker was able to successfully learn
(see Section 5.5).

The chapter is based on our work Vodolán et al. [2017].

5.1 Architecture
The tracker combines two central ideas previously proposed in different success-
ful models: 1) machine learning core with hand-coded1 rules, an idea already
explored by Yu et al. [2015] and previous Chapter 4 with 2) a complex neural

1For historical reasons we adopted the hand-coded rules term used throughout the dialogue
state tracking community.

From another viewpoint, our rules can be seen as a linear combination model.
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Figure 5.1: The structure of the Hybrid tracker at turn t. It is a recurrent model
that uses the probability distribution hs

t−1 and hidden state ls
t−1 from the previous

turn (recurrent information flow is depicted by dashed blue lines). Inputs of the
machine-learned part of the model (represented by functions G and F based on
recurrent L) are the turn and value features ft, fv and the hidden state. The
features are used to produce transition coefficients a for the R function which
transforms the output of the SLU us

t into belief hs
t .

network based architecture that processes ASR features proposed by Henderson
et al. [2014d]. Their network consist of two main units. One unit handles generic
behaviour that is independent of the actual slot value and the other depends on
slot value and can account for common confusions.

When compared to Henderson et al. [2014d] that inspired our work: 1) our
model does not require auto-encoder pre-training and shared initial training on all
slots which makes the training easier; 2) our approach combines a rule-based core
of the tracker and RNNs while their model used only RNNs; 3) we use different
NN architecture to process SLU features.

The tracker operates separately on the probability distribution for each slot.
Each turn, the tracker generates these distributions to reflect the user’s goals
based on the last action of the machine, the observed user actions, the probability
distributions from the previous turn and an internal hidden state.

The probability distribution hs
t [v] is a distribution over all possible values v

from the domain of slot s at dialogue turn t. The joint belief state is represented
by a probability distribution over the Cartesian product of the individual slot
domains.

The tracker is able to use the following features (for all evaluations with
different feature sets see Table 5.1)

• Features from original SLU - denoted as is
t which represents a user

action pre-processed into a probability distribution of informed values for
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the slot s and turn t. During the pre-processing, every Affirm() from the
SLU is transformed into Inform(s=v) depending on a machine action of the
turn.

• Features from ASR - ft denotes turn features consisting of unigrams, bi-
grams, and trigrams extracted from the ASR hypotheses N -best list. They
are weighted by the probability of the corresponding hypothesis on the
N -best list. The same approach is used in Henderson et al. [2014d].

• Features from batch ASR - to make our system comparable to the best-
performing tracker [Williams, 2014] we also included features from batch
ASR (recognition hypotheses and the unigram word-confusion matrix). The
batch ASR hypotheses are encoded in the same way as hypotheses from
the regular ASR. The confusion matrix information is encoded as weighted
unigrams.

• Features from machine actions - the machine-action dialogue acts are
encoded with the following trigram-like schema: dialogact-slot-value with
weight 1.0.

• Delexicalized features - All the previous features are turned into delex-
icalized features fvi

by replacing all occurrences of value vi and its slot s

by common tags. (inform-food-italian → inform-<slot>-<value>). This
technique is called delexicalization by Henderson et al. [2014d].

From a high-level perspective, our model consists of a rule-based core repre-
sented by a function R that specifies how the belief state evolves based on new
observations. The rules R depend on the output of machine-learned SLU and
on transition coefficients2 avi,vj

that specify how easy it would be to override a
previously internalized slot value vj with a new value vi in the given situation.

The avi,vj
transition coefficients are computed as a sum of functions F and

G where F accounts for generic value-independent behavior which can however
be corrected by the value-dependent function G. The structure of the tracker is
shown in Figure 5.1.

In the next subsection, we will summarize the relevant equations of rule-based
component of our Hybrid tracker. Afterwards, in Section 5.1, new architecture of
the machine-learned part is described, followed by the description of the trainable
SLU in Section 5.2.

Rule-based Part
The rule-based part of our tracker, is the same as in the Hybrid tracker that was
presented in the previous Chapter 4. To make reading of the following sections
easier, we repeat summary of the most important equations.

2These coefficients were modelled by a so called durability function in Chapter 3.
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The rule-based part is specified by a function R(hs
t−1, us

t , a) = hs
t , which is

a function of a slot–value probability distribution hs
t−1 in the previous turn, the

output us
t of a trainable SLU and of transition coefficients a which control how

the new belief hs
t is computed. The first equation specifies the belief update rule

for the probability assigned to slot value vi:

hs
t [vi] = hs

t−1[vi] − h̃s
t [vi] + us

t [vi] ·
∑

vj ̸=vi

hs
t−1[vj] · avivj

(5.1)

where h̃s
t [vi] expresses how much probability will be transferred from hs

t−1[vj] to
other slot values in hs

t . This is computed as:

h̃s
t [vi] = hs

t−1[vi] ·
∑

vj ̸=vi

us
t [vj] · avjvi

(5.2)

where avivj
is called the transition coefficient between values vi and vj. These

coefficients are computed by the machine-learned part of our model.

Probability Transition Modulator with Value Independent
Model

The Hybrid tracker from the previous Chapter 4 contains a machine-learned part
which output modulates probability transitions. This part was quite simple, so
it can work in scenarios when low amounts of training data are available. In
this Chapter, we replace the old transition probability modulator with a more
complex model.

The new machine-learned part modulates behavior of the rule-based part R

by transition coefficients avivj
that control the amount of probability which is

transferred from hs
t−1[vj] to hs

t [vi] same as in the previous Chapter. However, our
computation of the coefficients involves two different functions:

avivj
= F (lt−1, ft, vi, vj) + G(ft, vi, vj) (5.3)

where the function F controls generic behavior of the tracker, which does not
take into account any features about vi or vj. On the other hand, function G

provides value-dependent corrections to the generic behavior described by F .
Value Independent Model. F is specified as:

F (lt−1, ft, vi, vj) =

⎧⎨⎩cnew if vi = None
coverride if vi ̸= vj

(5.4)

where the F function takes values of cnew and coverride from a function L.
The function ⟨cnew, coverride, lt⟩ = L(lt−1, ft) is a recurrent function that takes
its hidden state vector lt−1 from the previous turn and the turn features ft as
input and it outputs two scalars cnew, coverride and a new hidden state lt. An
interpretation of these scalar values is the following:
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• cnew — describes how easy it would be to change the belief from hypothesis
None to an instantiated slot value,

• coverride — models a goal change, that is, how easily it would be to override
the current belief with a new observation.

In our implementation, L is formed by 5 LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997] cells with tanh activation. We use a recurrent network for L since it can
learn to output different values of the c parameters for different parts of the
dialogue (e.g., it is more likely that a new hypothesis will arise at the beginning
of a dialogue).

This way, the recurrent network influences the rule-based component of the
tracker. The function L uses the turn features ft, which encode information from
the ASR, machine actions and the currently tracked slot.

Value Dependent Model. The function G(ft, vi, vj) corrects the generic
behavior of F . G is implemented as a multi-layer perceptron with linear acti-
vations, that is: G(ft, vi, vj) = MLP (ft, fvi

)|vj
. The MLP uses turn features ft

together with delexicalized features fvi
for slot value vi. In our implementation

the MLP computes transition coefficients for every vi at once. However, in this
notation we use just the value corresponding to vj. To stress this we use the
restriction operator |vj

.

5.2 Spoken Language Understanding Part
The SLU part of the tracker shown in Figure 5.2 is inspired by an architecture,
proposed in Henderson et al. [2014d], consisting of two separate units B and
M . The B unit works with value-independent features fvi

where slot values (like
indian, italian, north, etc.) from the ontology are replaced by tags. This allows
the unit to work with values that have not been seen during training.

The features are processed by a bidirectional LSTM B (with 10 tanh activated
cells). The recursion is applied over the slot values which enables the model to
compare the likelihoods of the values in the user utterance (e.g. the LSTM can
remember the most likely value seen so far during the utterance processing). Even
though this is not a standard usage of the LSTM it has proved as crucial especially
for estimating the None value which means that no value from the ontology was
mentioned3. The other benefit of this architecture is that it can weight its output
u1 according to how many ontology values have been detected during turn t.

However, not all ontology values can be replaced by tags because of speech-
recognition errors or simply because the ontology representation is not the same
as the representation in natural language (e.g. dontcareit does not matter). For
this purpose, the model uses the M unit that maps untagged features directly
into a value vector u2. Because the value vector is produced by M at once, there
is no need for per value recursion as in the B unit.

3We also tested other models, such as max-pooling over feature embeddings (to get extra
information for None value), however, these performed much worse on the validation dataset.
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Figure 5.2: The SLU consists of two units. The first unit processes turn features
ft, per-value features fv, original informs is and belief from the previous turn
hs

t−1 by a bidirectional LSTM B and outputs a vector u1. The second unit maps
turn features ft by an MLP M (with two linear hidden layers of sizes 50 and 20
- effect of the first layer is to regularize information passed through the M)
onto u2. Softmaxed sum of those output vectors is used as a probability distri-
bution of informed values us

t .
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Because of its architecture, the unit is able to work only with ontology values
seen during training. At the end, outputs u1, u2 of the two units are summed
together and turned into a probability distribution u via softmax. Since all parts
of our model (R, F , G, SLU) are differentiable, all parameters of the model can
be trained jointly by gradient-descent methods.

5.3 Training

From each dialogue in the dstc2_train data (1612 dialogues) we extracted training
samples for the slots food, pricerange and area and used all of them to train the
tracker. The development data dstc2_dev (506 dialogues) were used to select the
ft and fv features. We took the 2000 most frequent ft features and the 100 most
frequent fv features.

The cost that we optimized consists of a tracking cost, which is computed as
a cross-entropy between a belief state hs

t and a goal annotation, and of an SLU
cost, which is a cross-entropy between the output of the SLU us

t and a semantic
annotation. We did not use any regularization on model parameters.

The model was trained for 30 epochs by SGD with the AdaDelta [Zeiler,
2012] weight-update rule and batch size 16 on fully unrolled dialogues. We use
the model from the best iteration according to error rate on dstc2_dev.

The evaluated model was a weighted linear average ensemble of 10 best track-
ers (according to the tracking accuracy on dstc2_dev) selected from 62 trained
trackers. All trackers used the same training settings with difference in initial
parameter weights only).

5.4 Evaluation on DSTC2

This section summarizes results of our tracker on dstc2_test (1117 dialogues) in
all DSTC2 categories as can be seen in Table 5.1. We also provide evaluation of
the tracker with different sets of active components to measure their contribution
in the overall accuracy.

In the standard categories using Batch ASR and ASR features, we set new
state-of-the-art results. In the category without ASR features (SLU only) our
tracker is slightly behind the best tracker [Lee and Stent, 2016].

For completeness, we also evaluated our tracker in the “non-standard” cate-
gory that involves trackers using test data for validation. This setup was proposed
in Henderson et al. [2014b] where an ensemble was trained from all DSTC2 sub-
missions. However, this methodology discards a direct comparison with the other
categories since it can overfit to test data.

Our tracker in this category is a weighted4 averaging ensemble of trackers
trained for the categories with ASR and batch ASR.

4Validation was used for finding the weights only.
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Hybrid Tracker – this Chapter
√ √

.810 .318
√ √

DST2 stacking ensemble [Henderson et al., 2014b]
√ √

.798 .308
√ √

Hybrid Tracker – this Chapter
√ √

.796 .338
√

Williams [2014]
√ √

.784 .735
Hybrid Tracker – this Chapter

√
.780 .356

√

Williams [2014]
√

.775 .758
Hybrid Tracker without G – this Chapter

√
.772 .368

√

Hybrid Tracker without M – this Chapter
√

.770 .373
√

Henderson et al. [2014d]
√

.768 .346
Hybrid Tracker without bidir – this Chapter

√
.763 .375

√

Yu et al. [2015]
√

.762 .436
√

YARBUS [Fix and Frezza-Buet, 2015]
√

.759 .358
√

Sun et al. [2014]
√

.750 .416
Neural Belief Tracker [Mrkšić et al., 2016]

√
.73? ???

√

TL-DST [Lee and Stent, 2016] .747 .451
√

Hybrid Tracker – this Chapter .746 .414
√

Chapter 4 .745 .433
√

Williams [2014] .739 .721
Henderson et al. [2014d] .737 .406
Chapter 3 .737 .429

√

Sun et al. [2014] .735 .433
Smith [2014] .729 .452
Lee et al. [2014] .726 .427
YARBUS [Fix and Frezza-Buet, 2015] .725 .440

√

Ren et al. [2014] .718 .437
Focus baseline .719 .464
HWU baseline .711 .466

Table 5.1: Joint slot tracking accuracy and L2 (denotes the squared L2 norm
between the estimated belief distribution and correct distribution) for various
systems reported in the literature. The trackers that used ASR/Batch ASR have√

in the corresponding column. The results of systems that did not participate
in DSTC2 are marked by

√
in the “post DSTC” column. The first group shows

results of trackers that used dstc test data for validation. The second group lists
individual trackers that use ASR and Batch ASR features. The third group lists
systems that use only the ASR features. The last group lists baseline systems
provided by DSTC organizers.
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Figure 5.3: The figure illustrates contribution of general and the value specialized
components on transition probabilities of price range slot in a short dialogue. The
numbers denote dialogue turns and the rows denote the two components and their
sum which is used for the probability transitions. The scale goes from red through
black to the blue color. On the general transitions component can be seen that
the tracker learns higher transition probabilities for the dialogue beginning than
for the end.

We also tested contribution of specialization components G and M by training
new ensembles of models without those components. Accuracy of the ensembles
can be seen in Table 5.1. From the results can be seen that removing either of
the components hurts the performance in a similar way. The interplay of the
components is demonstrated on an example dialogue in Figure 5.3.

In the last part of evaluation we studied importance of the bidirectional LSTM
layer B by ensembling models with linear layer instead. From the table we can
see a significant drop in accuracy, showing the B is a crucial part of our model.

5.5 Discussion
Originally we designed the special SLU unit M with a sigmoid activation inspired
by architecture of [Henderson et al., 2014d]. However, we found it difficult to
train because gradients were propagated poorly through that layer causing its
output to resemble priors of ontology values rather than probabilities of informing
some ontology value based on corresponding ASR hypotheses as suggested by the
network hierarchy.

The problem resulted in the inability to learn alternative wordings of ontology
values which are often present in the training data. One such example can be
“asian food” which appears 16 times in the training data as a part of the best
ASR hypothesis while 13 times it really informs about “asian oriental” ontology
value. Measurements on dstc2_dev have shown that the SLU was not able to
recognize this alias anytime.
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We managed to solve this training issue by simplifying the special SLU sig-
moid to linear activation instead. The resulting SLU is able to recognize common
alternative wordings as “asian food” appearing more than 10 times in training
data, as well as rare alternatives like “anywhere” (meaning area:dontcare) ap-
pearing only 5 times in the training data.

The presented architecture is highly configurable. In scenarios with a lot of
training data, it can be optimized end-to-end with all the components connected,
including the SLU presented in this chapter. When not enough data is available,
some of the components can be removed, thus making the tracker more rule-based
and interpretable, while still achieving descent performance.
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Part II

Interactive Learning





6
Introduction

The second part of the thesis describes our research focused on creating a dialogue
system working in open domains. The part starts by presenting our motivation
why open domains are an important research topic (see Section 6.1). Then, we
summarize current approaches for building such systems and their limitations
(see Section 6.2) that come mainly from processing the knowledge in a fixed
form. The key idea of our work is to approach open domain dialogue by devel-
oping a system that will be able to continuously learn new information from its
users (see Section 6.3). We call this approach interactive learning. The sequence
of important experiments towards building a system capable of the interactive
learning is outlined in the end of this chapter (see Section 6.4)

The following chapters describe in detail how we approached the interactive
learning. Our first goal was to describe a principal solution to problems the open
domain dialogue systems have to deal with (see Chapter 7).

We claim that the principal solution are interactive learning techniques which
allow building dialogue systems that can learn from their users (see Chapter 8).
We ran several experiments that confirm feasibility of the approach.

First, we tested that the important kinds of information can be obtained
during the dialogue (see Chapter 9). We also shown that the collected data
can be automatically processed by a dialogue system and used for continuous
improvements of its modules (see Chapter 10).

According to our experiments, we built an end-to-end dialogue system that
uses a novel architecture based on concepts that can be learned through the
conversation (see Chapter 11). Our experiments shown that the system can learn
and use new information to improve dialogues with its users.

In the last chapter, we conclude both parts of the thesis (see Chapter 12).
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6.1 Motivation

The popularity of dialogue systems is increasing over the past years. The trend
can be seen from various business technologies (e.g. Watson Assistant1 from IBM
and Dialogflow2 from Google) that provide tools for authoring custom dialogue
systems.

Such tools require building a descriptive dialogue tree that drives conver-
sations with end-users. The required manual work of authors has proven as a
limiting factor for dialogue richness. Another problem of manual authoring is
long-term maintainability. The authors are often unable to keep up with the
evolving domains (concepts are added, become obsoleted, …) and with the evolv-
ing language (ways of referring to concepts).

Because of those limitations, the resulting dialogue systems are usually quite
simple, focused on a single domain [Mrkšić et al., 2015] which they can talk
about (separate systems for pizza ordering, restaurant bookings, transportation
information…), and they have troubles when users are trying to use out-of-domain
concepts [Pappu and Rudnicky, 2013, Bordes and Weston, 2016]. The systems
store data in a well-defined format with a fixed number of attributes for entities
that the system can operate with.

Because data in this format can be stored as a two-dimensional table within
a relational database, this data representation allows the system to query the
database in a simple and efficient way. It also allows to keep the dialogue state
in the form of slots (which usually correspond to columns in the table) and
track it through the dialogue using extensively studied probabilistic dialogue state
tracking [Williams et al., 2013, Kadlec et al., 2014b, Vodolán et al., 2015] which
we focused on in the first part of this thesis.

However, the well-defined structure of the database of a typical dialogue sys-
tem comes with a high cost of extending it as every piece of new information has
to fit the format. This is especially a problem when one is adapting the system
for a new domain because its entities could have different attributes.

This limitation prevents using the rapidly growing amount of data (factoid
general data such as Wikidata, domain-specific data such as transportation sched-
ules...), that can be useful to users, in dialogue systems. An interesting approach
to deal with this limitation can be seen in systems which automatically update
their databases from predefined open domain sources (e.g., from popular discus-
sion websites like in a work of Pichi et al. [2018]). However, such systems still
need a lot of expert work for adding new information sources and maintaining
the old ones.

For reasons mentioned above, we believe that a principle enabling easy de-
velopment of dialogue systems without a requirement for domain experts and
without limitation to specific domains would be very useful. The approach we

1https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/conversation/demo/
2https://dialogflow.com/
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are proposing, dialogue systems using so called interactive learning, has potential
to overcome these issues.

6.2 Related Work
The core principle of the dialogue designing technologies is based on manual work
of domain experts. This principle of handcrafting usually causes the resulting di-
alogue systems to be quite simple, focused on a single domain. Models with
more complexity, covering many domains, could be developed on the basis of
supervised machine learning techniques, as shown by recent end-to-end dialogue
systems [Wen et al., 2017b]. Such data-driven models require large amounts of
labeled training data and many tricks to make them work, e.g. training compo-
nents of the system separately with different training data [Wen et al., 2017a].
The issue with those models is in obtaining sufficient amounts of labeled training
data, which is often not feasible for a non-trivial number of domains, especially
when the data must be collected repetitively.

Some research focus on reinforcement learning (RL) to alleviate the problem.
The RL methods allow for on-line adaption of dialogue policies and learning from
user feedback [Gašić et al., 2017]. While a lot of progress has been made, the
proposed methods are not very efficient yet. In part, it is caused by learning only
from feedback in the form of a delayed numerical reward. Consequently, these
methods only learn and adapt a model of communication, e.g. what response
(often a handcrafted action) to use given the facts the dialogue system has access
to. This severely limits their ability to adapt in the long term.

An alternative approach called interactive learning [Azaria et al., 2016,
Vodolán and Jurčíček, 2016, Li et al., 2017] aims at obtaining factual information
directly from conversations with real users and eventually use such information
in real-time to improve skills of a dialogue system. Therefore, it has the potential
to allow developing dialogue systems with less demand on domain experts
and labeled training data. Interactive learning represents a great step towards
adaptability of dialogue systems.

The work of Azaria et al. [2016] uses interactive learning to teach a personal
agent new skills by combining old ones. Other work shows the possibility to use
the interactive learning for improving language understanding of a system [Li
et al., 2017]. The authors propose a user simulator which can be questioned by
the system about simple facts. This setup neglects the complexity of the natural
language (due to simple templates that the simulator uses), which is an issue for
real dialogue system deployment.

6.3 Dialogue Systems with Interactive Learning
In this work, we propose interactive learning as the principal solution for open
domain dialogues. It has potential to ease the initial authoring work and it also
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helps with maintaining the system up-to-date.
The interactive learning in dialogue systems specifically drives conversations

to learn explicit knowledge from its users. The learned knowledge helps to im-
prove the dialogue system continuously and immediately as can be seen from the
following example.

U1: I want a luxury restaurant
S1: What does luxury mean?
U2: It means expensive.
S2: I see. So, I can offer you restaurants in…

If a dialogue system is able to detect unknown phrases, generate appropriate
questions, and process user advice, then gained knowledge can significantly help
improve subsequent conversations. Note that the benefit of such a system is not
only in adapting to new situations with the end-users but also in allowing to
pass some of the dialogue system authoring work to paid non-experts. The paid
non-experts may improve the system without specific knowledge of any authoring
tool simply through conversing with the system.

Clearly, implementing real systems with such capabilities can be hard be-
cause theoretical groundings are missing in the commonly available literature.
Therefore, our work fills the gaps with the following contributions.

1. A general framework that enables analysis of interactive learning systems
was developed.

2. Dialogue strategies and corresponding language phenomena for the devel-
opment of interactive learning systems are presented.

3. Some of the strategies were implemented in a real system, and its learning
abilities were evaluated in conversations with crowdsourced users.

6.4 Interactive Learning Experiments
The main experiments and implemented models which we used for evaluation of
the interactive learning approach will be outlined in this section.

The underlying experiment, which shows feasibility of obtaining information
from users through the dialogue, is the data collection process for Question Di-
alogues Dataset (QDD) (see Chapter 9). We collected a large set of natural
dialogues, with several information kinds that an interactive system can obtain
during dialogues with users. With this dataset, we are evaluating abilities of
our models to interactively learn from the important information kinds (see Sec-
tion 8.2).

The most basic kind of information is an answer hint, which is obtained by
asking a human user a factual question of the system’s interest (see Chapter 10).
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Next information kind, that we are trying to use for interactive learning, is
deep semantic concept information. This information kind relates to understand-
ing of complex relations between concepts. In our experiments, we shown that
our concept based model (see Chapter 11) is able to learn such relations purely
from conversation with its users.

The last information kind relevant to interactive learning is language un-
derstanding information. However, we are not using a separate model for this
information kind. This information kind is rather used by the proposed models
to learn new synonyms and to extend their vocabularies.
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7
Open Domain Dialogue

In this work, we define an open domain dialogue as a dialogue which is not
limited to a particular domain or domains (like restaurant reservation, movie
recommendation...). The number of domains that we consider for open domain
dialogue is therefore huge and still growing because new domains are created
continuously. For example, there are new games, scientific fields... still arising
and bringing new words and entities or new meanings to existing words.

In the literature, we can find several approaches for open domain dialogue sys-
tems. The most straightforward one is based on joining multiple single-domain
dialogue systems into a single system, which is called multi-domain dialogue sys-
tem (see Section 7.1). The advantage of this approach lies in the possibility to
use a well-developed single-domain techniques (like dialogue state tracking). We
recognize multi-domain systems as an interesting approximation to the full open
domain dialogues, however, adding new domains into the system requires non-
trivial effort which limits practical number of domains that the system can work
with.

The next approach can be seen in training end-to-end dialogue systems on
large corpora of human-to-human conversations (see Section 7.2). However, there
is a difficulty with this approach caused by a tight dependency on large training
corpora that is essential to successfully train such a dialogue systems. Also, we
can hardly expect to ever have enough training data for every possible domain
(especially for those newly created) in the future.

A different angle of attack on open domain dialogue is developing a system
that understands the language by having its full specification. The specification
can have a form of clever general rules handcrafted by experts. In theory, the
rules could account for future language changes and allow to add new words and
their meanings. However, in practice, this approach does not seem to work well
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because of the language complexity (see Section 7.3).
To mitigate the drawbacks of the above approaches we propose an alternative

which we call interactive learning. The interactive learning enables the system
to learn new domains directly from its users through dialogue so it can adapt to
new domains over time.

7.1 Multi-domain Dialogue Systems
Even though the multi-domain dialogue systems are not open domain by defini-
tion (they are limited to a few predefined domains), they can provide a useful
approximation.

Single-domain System Combination
An interesting property of multi-domain systems is the possibility to create a
single multi-domain system from multiple single-domain systems.

The system combination can be learned from rewards that may have a form of
numerical feedback coming from real users rating the system or calculated from
some user simulation (which usually needs some multi-domain data). This, so
called reinforcement learning, was used in the work of Gašić et al. [2015]. The
system learns a dialogue management policy to recognize differences between
domains and activates the appropriate underlying single-domain modules.

The recent work of Griol and Molina [2018] also explores possibilities of com-
bining multiple dialogue systems into one bigger system. They aim at reusing
as much of the underlying components as possible, including the ASR, SLU, and
NLG. The main advantage of this approach is in lowering amount of the training
data required. This allows to put more effort on training the domain recognizer
which is a key component of the system.

A slightly different approach can be seen in the work of Papangelis and
Stylianou [2019]. They achieve the domain combination by training a deep neu-
ral network to recognize dialogue actions without a dependency on particular
domains. The independent policy learns how to recognize standard general ac-
tions (like inform,hello…) and general slots based on their features. The authors
show that this general domain policy can be then mapped by the system on
common information seeking domains with a good performance.

Multi-domain Frameworks
In case we are building a new system from scratch, we can use a framework for
multi-domain dialogue system creation [Zhao, 2016]. Such frameworks expect an
ontology for every domain created by a domain expert.

Another example of similar, recent framework is PyDial [Ultes et al., 2017].
Idea of the framework is to provide pre-implemented full dialogue stack where
all the dialogue components are trainable. The multi-domain support is achieved
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by adding a topic tracker component. This component identifies topic relevant
words and routes accordingly the dialogue parts to the standard single domain
modules.

The large scale multi-domain systems, like the one powering Cortana Crook
et al. [2016], combines a lot of different domains. Managing of such large systems
requires effective ways for configuring slots and actions available in the domains.

With large number of domains handled by the system, importance of choosing
the correct one is increasing. The paper authors emphasize importance of the
“domain triggers” that can be configured via the configuration language. During
the dialogue, all the triggered domains are evaluated and the best one is used for
generating the response.

Multi-domain Dialogue Issues

Unless the multi-domain dialogue systems are very useful, they still don’t provide
full, open domain dialogues. The main limitations come from the fact, that
the system is built around independent domains with a none or very limited
interaction. This property effectively prevent to handle dialogues like this:

User: I need a plane to New York today.
System: The earliest flight departure is in 3 hours.
User: Great, and what will be the weather like

after the arrival?

In the example, we can see mixing of the flight reservation domain with a weather
forecast domain. The dialogue system would need to transfer the information
about arrival date and destination from flight reservations module to the weather
forecast module. This transfer is not easily achievable with architectures that are
providing multiple domains only by routing user utterances.

7.2 End-to-end Dialogue Systems
In the last couple of years, several publications have appeared about the so called
end-to-end dialogue systems, which are trained from pairs of input sentence (op-
tionally the dialogue history can be included) and the desired output sentence.
This approach is very appealing because it removes expensive labeling task that
is necessary for the supervised learning methods.

The relation to multi-domain dialogues comes from the independence of the
model architecture to the content of the training data. Therefore, with the right
dataset, the models can potentially learn multiple domains at once.

We can distinguish two basic approaches for end-to-end systems. First, there
are simple models which learn all the knowledge only from training dialogues
(usually deep neural networks) without any access to external knowledge. We
call those models standalone end-to-end systems. Second, more complex models
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which can access some kind of database or external API. We refer to those models
as to connected end-to-end systems.

Standalone End-to-end Systems
The basic architecture of a standalone model is based on encoder decoder pattern.
The encoder is used to create a latent semantic representation from the input
sentence. With the representation, the decoder can generate the desired output
sentence [Serban et al., 2016] or choose the best fitting response out of the given
response pool [Lowe et al., 2015].

Datasets required for such systems starts at hundreds of thousand dialogues
because the system needs to learn all the knowledge purely from the data.

Connected End-to-end Systems
The connected systems use a standard corpus in the same form as the standalone
systems. On top of that, the system can access some external knowledge which
the system can utilize during response generation. The extra knowledge improves
generalization of the models which reduces amount of required training data.

The empirical results show that the models can be successfully trained on
single domain tasks [Dodge et al., 2015, Bordes and Weston, 2016, Wen et al.,
2017b]. The work of Budzianowski et al. [2018] shown that adding a domain
specific dialogue state tracker allows the system to join multiple domains in a
similar way how multi-domain system works. The authors also provide insights
into the inner layers of their model which resembles the standard dialogue system
decomposition 1.4.

End-to-end Dialogue Issues
The common issue of the end-to-end systems is a relatively large amount of train-
ing data required which limits the approach only to domains where sufficiently
large dialogue corpora are available. The connection to external databases re-
duces the required data amounts but the models still seems to be fragile and
hard to train (e.g. Wen et al. [2017b]).

Therefore, the new domains with limited amounts of training data are hard
to grasp by those complex models. Moreover, it seems that this problem will not
be solved in the near future because principally there always will be only small
amount of data for newly created domains.

7.3 Full Language Specification Intractability
The natural language is well known for its overwhelming complexity that causes
difficulties to automatic language processing systems. A lot of effort was put into
reducing the language complexity by defining a natural language subset that is
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still understandable by humans and also easy enough to process by computers.
The language subset is called a controlled language.

It can be used for authoring new domains by domain experts [Hart et al.,
2008]. Therefore, it may seem as a good candidate for solving open domain
dialogue issues. However, the subsets are too simple for use in the dialogues. E.g.
the controlled sentences allow to express a single relation or a single concept. In
contrast, during the dialogue, complex sentences are used: I would like to find an
Indian restaurant with medium prices in the middle of the town.

The attempts to analyze the full language are usually based on some form
of syntactic and semantic parsing. The parsing rules can be designed by hand,
however, due to the language complexity the trainable parsers perform better
as shown by Ge and Mooney [2005]. In practice, this approach still has its
limitations. The prescribed semantic mapping can be too artificial for the models.

Therefore, approaches which learn the underlying representations from data
can be seen. For example, an interesting work of Jiang et al. [2016] describes a
dependency parser that uses distributed part of speech (POS) tag representations
as its underlying representation. The POS tags are learned from unsupervised
data and are claimed to improve system performance compared to standard sys-
tems which are using prescribed POS tag representations. However, the model
with learned representations requires much more training data and due to the
representation fuzziness its again hard to use in non-trained computer systems.

The attempts to formalize the full natural language are not succeeding yet
(and for us it seems they are even not close to that point). Therefore, the more
promising approach for coping with open domains is in creating a dialogue sys-
tem that understands a seed language which allows obtaining new knowledge via
interactive learning.

A connection can be seen to a recent work of Hancock et al. [2018] which
provides a dataset of explanations to example statements. The explanations are
written as simple English sentences that can be parsed to machine-understandable
logical formulas.
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8
Information in the Dialogue

In this chapter, our findings about information that can be collected from dia-
logues is summarized (see Section 8.1). Our aim is to find tools for developing
and evaluating dialogue systems that can collect useful information from their
users and use the information for automatic improvements . We achieved that
goal by analyzing information kinds that the dialogue system can obtain from its
users (see Section 8.2).

A dialogue model sufficient for interactive learning has to fulfill some require-
ments. First of all, the model needs ability to ask for the information from its
users. With the information kinds in mind, we described some dialogue strate-
gies that can request the information via natural language during a dialogue (see
Section 8.3). Second, the obtained data naturally contains inaccuracies and mis-
takes which have to be considered by the model (see Section 8.4). Third, the
model should use the information efficiently to improve its performance with a
reasonable number of hints from its users (see Section 8.5). Last, we provide a
formal classification of the model learning capabilities.

The following chapters in this thesis are framed according to this theory.

8.1 Interactive Learning Systems

In our work, we call a dialogue system capable of interactive learning if it is able
to actively pose questions to its users and improve its performance (in terms of
answering accuracy, domain coverage, etc.) based on the obtained information
over time. The main motivation for the interactive learning approach is in making
development of dialogue systems easier by letting them use information from a
possibly large number of their users.
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In Chapter 7 we have shown some issues that every open domain dialogue
system has to deal with. Those issues can be solved with the interactive learning
approach. First, the large number of domains that already exists can be covered
easier by dialogue systems using interactive learning because of the extra infor-
mation obtained from the system’s users. Second, this information can be also
naturally used for learning newly created domains over time.

The basic kinds of information that can be obtained from users are listed in
Section 8.2. Strategies that a dialogue system can use for requesting the basic
information kinds are discussed in Section 8.3.

8.2 Basic Information Kinds

Dialogue systems can be improved in several aspects through a direct interaction
with their users. First, the most straightforward way is getting the answer hint
(see Section 8.2) that helps the system to decide what output it was supposed to
produce.

Second, the system can ask the user for information related to language un-
derstanding (see Section 8.2), which could help when the system does know the
concept but does not know the wording used by the user. This area is extensively
studied for the purposes of information retrieval [Imielinski, 2009, France et al.,
2003].

The last source of information that we consider for interactive learning is
a broader explanation of a concept (see Section 8.2) that the system does not
understand. This explanation could help the system to understand the underlying
concepts which consequently may lead to a correct answer.

To test a system’s capability of using all of the information kinds mentioned
above, we collected the Question Dialogues dataset [Vodolán and Jurčíček, 2016]
described in the next Chapter 9.

Answer Hint

Information about an appropriate response which should be provided by the
dialogue system is categorized as the answer hint information. It can have the
form of general information about a dialogue action:

System: Should I have said hello?
User: Yes, you should!

or it can have the form of an answer for a knowledge question:

System: Who is president of the US?
User: The president of the US is Barack Obama.
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Language Understanding
Misunderstanding of language constructs by a dialogue system is often a cause
of poor performance perceived by its users [Bohus and Rudnicky, 2005]. An
illustrative example follows:
User: I need a train to Prague.
System: First train is leaving in 10 minutes.
User: When is the next train leaving?
System: There is no train called ”Next”.

The information which helps to deal with this kind of errors we categorize as
the language understanding information. There are many possible forms of this
information kind like paraphrases, synonyms, named entities…

Deep Semantic Concept
The last category of information, which we call deep semantic concept informa-
tion, can be obtained from users as an explanation of some semantic concepts.
This kind of information should help the system with reasoning about answer
hint to user. Again, it can have a form of advice about the appropriate dialogue
act:
User: You should say hello at beginning of every

conversation!

Or it could be an advice for reasoning about knowledge provided by the dialogue
system:
System: Is a snowball white?
User: Yes, everything made of snow is white.

8.3 Asking Users for Information
In Section 8.2, we distinguished three basic kinds of information that the interac-
tive learning model can ask for. Regardless of the information kind, there are just
two ways how the model can pose the question. First, a yes-no question which
asks for confirmation of a model’s hypothesis. Second, an open-ended question
that can be used if the model has no/many hypothesis to confirm.

The main distinction between those question types is in the ease of their
processing. While response to yes-no question is usually easy to parse, the system
needs to generate a complicated question (Is the name of the actual US president
Barack Obama? vs Yes it is.). The open-ended question can be by definition
followed by a complex answer, however, the question itself could be quite simple
(Who is the US president? vs I think that his name is Barack Obama.).

Depending on the information kind, we can use different strategies for obtain-
ing the information from users:
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Dialog 2
...
U: How are you?
S : I have trouble with 
      Question1
U: That is Answer1

Dialog 1
...
U: Question1
S : I don’t know

Dialog 3
...
U: Question1
S : Answer1

Figure 8.1: Unknown questions can be rerouted between users. We can, for
example, use chit-chat to get correct answers. The challenge is in generalizing
the collected question-answer pairs in order to apply them to previously unseen
questions.

Answer Hint Request
In Section 8.2 we have shown that the answer hint information may be related
either to the dialogue itself, when the user is advising the appropriate dialogue
action or to a piece of knowledge which the dialogue system is interested in.
Information about the appropriate dialogue action could be easily asked just at
the moment when the dialogue system is not sure about how to continue the
dialogue.

System: I don’t understand. What am I supposed
to say?

However, questioning the answer hint information about a piece of knowledge
that the dialogue system does not understand is more complicated. When the
dialogue system encounters a question which it is not able to answer, it can hardly
expect to get the correct answer from the same user who posed the question.

Instead, question rerouting [Vodolán and Jurčíček, 2016] shown in Figure 8.1
can be used. The key idea of this approach is using parts of conversations where
users are trying to chit-chat with the dialogue system to pose questions that the
system is interested in. The difficulty of this approach depends on how much of
the context has to be rerouted to make the question understandable.

Language Understanding Information Request
When a system does not understand1 the user (e.g. an unknown word was used),
it typically asks the user to rephrase the original input. This approach helps the
system to get an alternative wording of the utterance that may be understandable
by the system [Bordes et al., 2014].

1In this thesis part, we are not considering errors coming from ASR caused by incorrect
speech recognition.
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However, during an interactive conversation with the user, the system can get
more information. For example, the dialogue system can directly ask about word
similarity:

User: I want to take metro.
System: What do you mean by metro?
User: I need to know when the subway is leaving.
System: So, metro is the same as subway?
User: Yes!

It should be noticed that generation of such question can be based on comparison
of unknown words of the first utterance (in this case the word “metro”) with the
rephrased alternative.

Another useful information that can be obtained is the importance of partic-
ular words in the context:
User: Who is the first US president?
System: I’m not sure about the word first. Is it

important?
User: Yes it is.

Even though the utterance is syntactically similar to ”Who is the US president?”
which the system knows well (the two utterances differ in just one word), the cor-
rect answers will be different because the differing word is important for meaning
of the utterance.

There are many possible forms of language understanding information which
could be asked by dialogue system. However, it is not our goal to list here all of
those forms because it depends on a concrete dialogue system which forms it can
utilize.

Deep Semantic Concept Request
The most challenging kind of information we can obtain from the user is deep
semantic concept information. In Section 8.2 it was defined as the information
which helps the dialogue system to reason about the appropriate response. The
challenge with this kind of information is in the complexity of language that is
used to express the semantic concepts.

First, the model has to deal with language complexity either during the pars-
ing of the user response when an open-ended question is used, as shown in the
following example:

User: Snowball is white.
System: Why is it so?
User: Because it is made of snow.

Otherwise, the complexity must be moved into the generation of a non-trivial
question:
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User: Snowball is white.
System: Is it white because snow crystals are white?
User: Yes.

The advantage of the later approach is in possibility to project inference abilities
of the model into the question. For example, the model’s database can contain
information that snowball consists of snow crystals and they are white, however,
the color of snow itself might not be present.

The working system capable of using deep semantic concept information is
described in [Hixon et al., 2015]. They are using open-ended questions which
answers support knowledge based inference process.

8.4 Information Quality
After the dialogue system successfully posed a question to a user and received a
response, the response processing phase comes into play. First, the system needs
to detect whether the response is really relevant to the question because the user
might misunderstood the question or ignore it at all.

For the relevancy detection, several techniques can be used. Our experi-
ments [Vodolán and Jurčíček, 2016] have shown that the most frequent responses
that do not answer the posed question are simply ”I don’t know” and similar
utterances, which can be easily detected by standard techniques such as key-
word spotting. Another useful technique used in [Vodolán and Jurčíček, 2016] is
overlap checking between the posed question and the received response.

The other issue with information from users is its correctness. Even though
the information is relevant to the question, it can be incorrect because the user
made mistake, does not understand the question or the user wants to confuse the
system. Regardless of why the error happened, the real dialogue system has to
deal with this issue. The errors can be treated as a noise coming from environment
and suppressed by making multiple measurements – posing the same question to
multiple users.

8.5 Information Generalization
An important property which a dialogue system using interactive learning should
have is efficiency in utilizing the obtained information. The system obviously
could use question rerouting for every question that it does not know yet and
behave just like the information router between its users. However, if the dialogue
system can access a database, it can do much better because it can use the
database for information generalization. For example, from a single answer for
”Who is the US president?”, it can deduce the correct answer for other states (not
only the US for which the system got the answer) which presidents are contained
in the database.
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Another option for data generalization is inference based on deep semantic
understanding of a concept. If the dialogue system can utilize the following deep
semantic concept: ”Anything which is made of snow is white.”, it will know the
color of all entities which are made of snow according to the database.

Interactive Learning Completeness
The important question that should be studied about interactive learning models
is what kind of information they can learn.

Lets consider a model which can accept natural language inputs and it is
implemented with a set of so called native functions. The native functions gives
the system abilities to generate sentences, access remote services etc. The model
also has some Knowledge base (KB) which affects how the model is processing
its inputs. The KB consists of concepts and relations between them.

The natural limiting factor of what a such system can learn is constrained
by the richness of native functions the model was implemented with - a model
without native functions for internet access cannot search the Internet, etc.

We call a model to be Interactive Learning Ready (ILR) if for any finite
mapping between inputs and native functions exists such a KB that the native
function is executed as a response to its input. Intuitively, system authors can
configure the ILR model to perform any behaviour (in scope of available native
functions) just by changing its KB.

The model is Interactive Learning Complete (ILC) if it is ILR and for every
finite state of KB exists a finite sequence of inputs that will change the model’s
initial KB into the desired state.

Following the definitions, it can be seen that the ILC model can learn anything
in the scope of its native functions based purely on its input. Note that trivial
ILC models exist. For example, the input phrases could be a C++ code giving
the model its new implementation.

Obviously, such trivial ILC implementations are not interesting for learning
from conversations. However, the challenge is to develop ILC models able to learn
from natural language of non-experts. Strategies approaching this challenge are
described in Chapter 11.
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9
Question Dialogues Dataset

This chapter describes a dataset which we collected for evaluation of interactive
learning dialogue systems. The dataset consists of 1900 annotated dialogues be-
tween users and a dialogue system which is trying to get information about factual
questions that the system does not understand. The dataset enables development
and evaluation of dialogue systems which are improving using interactive learning
with their users (see Section 9.1).

The following sections present an interactive dialogue simulation as an ap-
proach to evaluate dialogue system’s ability to learn from a dialogue (see Sec-
tion 9.2). Then our method of the dataset collection process is described (see
Section 9.3). At the end of this chapter, properties of our collected dataset are
presented (see Section 9.4). The chapter is based on our work Vodolán and Ju-
rčíček [2016].

9.1 Motivation

The typical dialogue systems are usually designed around a well-structured
database or ontology that can be efficiently queried and joined with other
components like a dialogue state tracker from the previous part of this thesis.
However, growing amounts of data are available in less structured and more
flexible knowledge bases (usually in form of knowledge graphs like Freebase,
Wikidata, etc.).

Therefore, it would be useful to have a dialogue system that could use the
general knowledge base and present it to users. The main difficulty that comes
from processing the general data is in the complexity of the potential open domain
questions the dialogue system must deal with.
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As a result, the large portion of the questions is understood poorly which
largely limits usability of such systems. Current approaches [Bordes et al., 2014,
Berant and Liang, 2015] can only achieve around 50% accuracy on some question
answering datasets. Therefore, we think that there is a room for improvements
which can be achieved by interactively asking for additional information in con-
versational dialogues with users.

We can improve dialogue systems in several aspects through interactive learn-
ing in a direct interaction with users as discussed in previous Chapter 8.

We have three sources of information: First, the most straightforward way
is getting the correct answer for questions that the system does not know. We
can try to ask users for answers on questions that the system encountered in a
conversation with a different user and did not understand it.

Second, the system can ask the user for a broader explanation of a question.
This explanation could help the system to understand the question and provide
a correct answer. In addition, the system can learn to understand the question
in a way which allows providing answers without asking any extra information
for similar questions next time.

We hypothesize that users are willing to give such explanations because it
could help them to find answers for their own questions.

Third, we consider rephrasing, which could help when the system does know
the concept but does not know the correct wording. This area is extensively
studied for the purposes of information retrieval [Imielinski, 2009, France et al.,
2003].

To verify those hypotheses and to enable developers testing their interactive
learning implementations, we collected the dataset that contains all the informa-
tion kinds mentioned above. We also propose an evaluation methodology that
can compare correctness and effectiveness of the interactive learning models.

9.2 Interactive Dialogue Simulation

Offline evaluation of interactive dialogues on real data is a difficult task because
different dialogue policies can lead to different variants of the dialogue. Our
solution to this issue is to collect data in a way that allows us to simulate all
dialogue variants possible according to any dialogue policy.

The dialogue variants we are considering for interactive learning differ only
in presence of several parts of the dialogue. Therefore, we can collect dialogues
containing all information used for interactive learning and omit those parts that
were not requested by the dialogue system during the simulation.

The collected dataset (see Section 9.4) enables simulation where a policy de-
cides how much additional information it requests. If the question is clear to the
system it can attempt to answer the question without any additional information
being requested. It can also ask for a broader explanation with a possibility to
answer the question afterwards. If the system decides not to answer the question,
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Figure 9.1: User interface that was used for data collection on crowdsourcing
platform CrowdFlower.

we can simulate rerouting the question to another user, to try to obtain the answer
from them. The principle of question rerouting was discussed in Section 8.3.

Note that the simulated user’s answer can be incorrect because human users
naturally make mistakes. We intentionally keep these mistakes in the dataset
because real systems must address them as well.

A dataset Li et al. [2017] with similar ideas about interactive dialogue simu-
lation was released after our work. However, they use dialogue templates which
removes the challenge of real language understanding.

9.3 Dataset Collection Process
A perfect data collection scenario for our dataset would use real running dialogue
system providing general information from its knowledge base to real users. This
system could then ask for explanations and answers for questions which it is not
able to answer.

However, getting access to systems with real users is usually hard. Therefore,
we used the crowdsourcing platform CrowdFlower1 (CF) for our data collection
(see Figure 9.1).

A CF worker gets a task instructing them to use our chat-like interface to help
the system with a question which is randomly selected from training examples
of Simple questions [Bordes et al., 2015] dataset. To complete the task user
has to communicate with the system through the three phase dialogue discussing
question paraphrase (see Section 9.3), explanation (see Section 9.3) and answer of
the question (see Section 9.3). To avoid poor English level of dialogues we involved

1http://crowdflower.com
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Figure 9.2: The interface we used for dialogue annotation. The dialogue was
automatically split into explanation/answer turns for better readability. On the
right side can be seen semantic representation used by the dialogue system. The
annotation work consist of choosing the right label describing answer correctness
in the screen bottom.

CF workers from English speaking countries only. The collected dialogues we
manually annotated (see Section 9.3) afterwards. For the annotation we built a
tool that can be seen in Figure 9.2.

The described procedure leads to dialogues like the one shown in the Fig-
ure 9.3.

Question Paraphrasing

At beginning of the dialogue, the system is requesting the user to paraphrase
question that the system does not understand. The main goal of this first phase
is to let the user get familiar with the presented question and to get alternative
wordings of the posed question.

Question Explanation

In the second phase, the user is asked for an explanation of the question. We
expect the explanation to be different enough from the original question (in terms
of the number of common words between the question and the explanation). If
the explanation is too similar to the question, the user is notified that their
explanation is not broad enough and they must provide a better one.
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S1: Hello, I need help with this question: 
'what country is pilar mateos from?'. 
Can you put this question in a different way?
U1: We are wondering what is the nationality 
of a specific person.

S2: This seems like an interesting question. 
Could you explain in detail what it is really 
asking for?
U2: The nationality is the origine, the country 
where someone is born.

S3: It sounds reasonable, however, I still 
cannot find the answer. Could you give me 
the correct answer for the question please?
U3: The answer is Spain, Pilar Mateos is 
Spanish.

Figure 9.3: An Example of a short dialogue collected on the crowdsourcing plat-
form. We can see that the user provides the question paraphrase (S1), the expla-
nation (S2) and the correct answer for the question (S3).

Question Answer
With the valid explanation the dialogue turns into the last phase where the user
is asked for a correct answer to the original question. The system requires the
user to answer with a full sentence. In practical experiments this has shown as
a useful decision because it improves system’s ability to reveal cheaters. We can
simply measure the connection between question and the answer sentence (as a
count of common words that appeared in both sentences). This approach allows
to reject completely irrelevant answers.

Annotation
The correct answer for question in each dialogue is available from Simple questions
dataset. Answers are in form of Freebase2 entities identified by unique id. For
evaluation purposes we need information whether dialogue contains the answer
which is consistent with the entity from Simple questions, the answer with another
entity or whether the dialogue does not contain any answer. While the annotation
process is quite simple, we did not need crowdsourcing for the process.

Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
The collection system needs to recognize following dialogue acts from user utter-
ances during all phases of the dialogue:

2https://www.freebase.com/
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Negate – user does not want to provide requested information,

Affirm – user agrees to provide requested information,

DontKnow – user does not know the requested information,

ChitChat – user tries chit chat with the system (hello, bye, who are you...),

Inform – none of the above, interpreted as user is giving information requested
by the system.

Parsing of the dialogue acts is made by hand written rules using templates
and keyword spotting. The templates and keywords were manually collected from
frequent expressions used by CF workers during preparation runs of the dataset
collection process (google it, check wikipedia, I would need... → Negate).

9.4 Dataset Properties
We collected the dataset with 1900 dialogues and 8533 turns. It consists of
standard data split into training, development and test files. The basic properties
of those files are as follows:

dialogue count dialogue turns
Training dialogues 950 4249
Development dialogues 285 1258
Testing dialogues 665 3026

Table 9.1: Table of turn and dialogue counts for dataset splits.

Each file contains complete dialogues enriched by outputs of NLU (see Sec-
tion 9.3) that was used during the data collection. On top of that, each dialogue
is labeled by the correct answer for the question and expert annotation of the user
answer hint which tells whether the hint points to the correct answer, incorrect
answer, or no answer at all.

351 of all collected dialogues contain correct answer provided by users and
702 dialogues have incorrect answer. In the remaining 847 dialogues users did
not want to answer the question. The collected dialogues also contain 1828 para-
phrases and 1539 explanations for 1870 questions.

An answer for a question was labeled as correct by annotators only when it
was evident to them that the answer points to the same Freebase entity that was
present in Simple questions dataset for that particular question. However, a large
amount of questions from that dataset is quite general - with many possible an-
swers. Therefore lot of answers from users were labeled as incorrect even though
those answers perfectly fit the question. Our annotators identified that 285 of
the incorrect answers were answers for such general questions. Example of this
situation can be demonstrated by question ’Name an actor’ which was correctly
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answered by ’Brad Pitt is an actor’, however, to be consistent with Simple ques-
tions annotation, which is ’Kelly Atwood’, annotators were forced to mark it as
an incorrect answer.

9.5 Metrics for Dialogue Simulation

A perfect interactive learning model would be able to learn anything interactively
from test dialogues during testing, which would allow us to measure progress of
the model from scratch over the course of time. However, a development of
such model would be unnecessarily hard, therefore we provide training dialogues
which can be used for feature extraction and other engineering related to inter-
active learning from dialogues in natural language. Model development is further
supported with labeled validation data for parameter tuning.

We propose two evaluation metrics for comparing interactive learning mod-
els. First metric (see Section 9.5) scores amount of information required by the
model, second metric (see Section 9.5) is accuracy of answer extraction from user
utterances. All models must base their answers only on information gained from
training dialogues and testing dialogues seen during the simulation so far, to en-
sure that the score will reflect the interactive learning of the model instead of
general question answering.

Efficiency Score

The simulation of dialogues from our dataset allows to evaluate how efficient a
dialogue system is in using information gained from users. The dialogue system
should maximize the number of correctly answered questions without requesting
too many explanations and answers from users. To evaluate different systems
using the collected data, we propose the following evaluation measure:

SD = nc − wini − wene − wana

|D|
(9.1)

Here, nc denotes the number of correctly answered questions, ni denotes the
number of incorrectly answered questions, ne denotes the number of requested
explanations, na denotes the number of requested answers and |D| denotes the
number of simulated dialogues in the dataset. wi, we, wa are penalization weights.

The penalization weights are used to compensate for different costs of obtain-
ing different types of information from the user. For example, gaining broader
explanation from the user is relatively simple because it is in their favor to coop-
erate with the system on a question they are interested in. However, obtaining
correct answers from users is significantly more difficult because the system does
not always have a chance to reroute the question of system interest. Also, if it
got the chance, the user does not have to know the correct answer for it.
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To make the evaluations comparable between different systems we recommend
using our evaluation scripts included with the dataset with following penalization
weights that reflect our intuition for gaining information from users:

• wi = 5 – incorrect answers are penalized significantly,

• we = 0.2 – explanations are quite cheap; therefore, we will penalize them just
slightly,

• wa = 1 – gaining question’s answer from users is harder than gaining expla-
nations.

Answer Extraction Accuracy
It is quite challenging to find appropriate entity in the knowledge base even
though the user provided the correct answer. Therefore, we propose another
metric relevant to our dataset. This metric is the accuracy of entity extraction
which measures how many times was extracted a correct answer from answer
hints provided by the user in dialogues annotated as correctly answered.

9.6 Discussion
In this Chapter, we presented a novel way how to evaluate different interactive
learning approaches for dialogue models. The evaluation covers two challenging
aspects of interactive learning. First, it scores efficiency of using information
gained from users in simulated question answering dialogues. Second, it measures
accuracy on answer hints understanding.

For purposes of evaluation we collected a dataset from conversational dia-
logues with workers on crowdsourcing platform CrowdFlower. Those dialogues
were annotated and published under Creative Commons 4.0 BY-SA license on
lindat3. An example data point from the dataset can be seen in Figure 9.4. We
also provide evaluation scripts with the dataset that should ensure comparable
evaluation of different interactive learning approaches.

3hdl.handle.net/11234/1-1670
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{
"question": "which format was el salvador in",
"dialog_id": 635940638079314287,
"explanation_turns": [....],
"answer_turns": [

{
"turn_index": 3,
"output": {

"time": "2016-03-20T09:44:18.761386+01:00",
"transcript": "It sounds reasonable, however, I still cannot

find the answer. Could you give me the correct
answer for the question please?",

"dialog_acts": {
"act": "RequestAnswer"

}
},
"input": {

"time": "2016-03-20T09:44:36.072917+01:00",
"chat": "The format was on dvd and cd",
"chat_slu": {

"act": "Inform",
"text": "The format was on dvd and cd"

}
}

}
],
"label": {

"answer_mid": "www.freebase.com/m/01www",
"annotation": "correct_answer",
"has_correct_answer": true

},
"experiment_id": "question_collection_r_7"

}

Figure 9.4: An example data point from the QDD dataset. It is formatted
as a json with the following fields: question which contains question of the sys-
tem interest, explanation_turns describing the part of the dialogue where system
was asking for the paraphrase and explanation, answer_turns with the part of
the dialogue where answer was requested, and label containing ground truth an-
swer for the question and a manual annotation deciding whether the answer part
contained the correct answer.
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10
Denotation Extraction from

Natural Answers

This chapter describes a novel task which aims at using answer hints to derive
question denotations (see Section 10.1). A denotation [Berant et al., 2013] is a
reference to an object in a knowledge base which represents a possible answer to
a question. For example, reference to Hawaii in Freebase1 is a denotation for the
question “Where was Barack Obama born?”.

The denotations are useful for several natural processing language tasks. For
example, manually created denotations are used to train natural language un-
derstanding (NLU) components [Berant et al., 2013, Liang, 2016, Liang et al.,
2016, Labutov et al., 2019]. The denotation use itself is outside of the scope
of this work. However, the ability to obtain the denotations automatically in
production systems potentially enables dialogue systems to improve their NLU
interactively while using, for example, the techniques referred above.

Another possibility is to use denotations to enrich a system’s knowledge base.
A system may ask questions about topics with poor coverage. Then, denotations
extracted from the answers can be used to derive new facts. This relates to the
work on knowledge base population [McNamee, 2009, Ji and Grishman, 2011,
Trivedi et al., 2018].

In this chapter, several models for the task of denotation extraction from
answer hints are proposed. The task is approached in two phases. First, entity
linking which jointly recognizes entities in a pair of a question and an answer hint
and aligns these entities with a system’s knowledge base (see Section 10.2). Sec-
ond, denotation identification which selects a denotation from the answer hint’s
linked entities (see Section 10.3). Evaluation of the models (see Section 10.4)

1https://developers.google.com/freebase/
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was done on our Question Dialogue Dataset (see Chapter 9). We conclude this
chapter with a discussion of the achieved results and possible use of the proposed
technologies (see Section 10.5).

The chapter is based on our work Vodolán and Jurčíček [2017].

10.1 The Task of Denotation Extraction
In the framework of interactive learning described in Chapter 6, an answer hint is
a piece of information obtained by asking a human user a question of the system’s
interest. This way, one can get utterances as follows:

System: What work did Scooter Libby write?
User: Scooter Libby wrote a novel called The Ap-

prentice.

To make this information useful for a typical dialogue system, natural lan-
guage utterances have to be mapped to a meaning representation. In a question
answering system, such a convenient meaning representation of an answer has a
form of a denotation [Berant et al., 2013, Liang, 2016, Liang et al., 2016]. A de-
notation is a set of entities, representing the correct answer of a question [Berant
et al., 2013], from the system’s knowledge base (such as Freebase). A typical
knowledge base (KB) is represented as a set of triplets in a form of subject entity,
relation, object entity.

The automatic mapping of answer hints to denotations is a challenging task.
First, finding entities in an answer hint is difficult because a single entity may
be described in many ways using natural language, and not all the ways will
be captured in a KB. Second, the system has to select denotation entities from
potentially several entities in an answer hint. Third, natural dialogues are prone
to errors, speech disfluencies or misspellings (in text-based interfaces). Finally,
huge knowledge bases often contain lot of entities with the same label, but a
different meaning (e.g., The Apprentice is a novel, TV series, rock album, etc.).

The Question Dialogue Dataset (QDD) (see Chapter 9) is a suitable testbed
for the denotation extraction task. It is a set of dialogues between human users
and a dialogue system where the system attempts to learn to communicate the
content of it’s KB to it’s users. As QDD contains manually annotated denota-
tions, it can be used for the evaluation process. Note that the denotations for
the QDD questions are single entities. An example dialogue from the dataset can
be seen in Figure 9.3. In this chapter we are only concerned with answer hints,
denoted as U3 in the example.

10.2 Entity Linking
The entity linking is a task of identifying entity mentions in a text [McNamee,
2009] according to a system’s KB. This task is intensively studied [Zhang et al.,
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Who lives in London Street?

Knowledge
base

Who Who lives

...

London London Street

Entity (score: 153.2 )

London Street

Entity (score: 76.8 )

London

Entity (score: 6.8 )

Doctor Who

Linking

Who lives in                       ?
Entity (score: 153.2 )

London Street

Figure 10.1: Entity linking algorithm using similarity scores between n-grams
and entities from knowledge base.

2010, Rao et al., 2013, Pappu et al., 2017, Hasibi et al., 2017]. Also, many entity
linking systems are available as web services2. One could consider using these
services for the denotation extraction task. However, our informal experiments
showed that these services do not perform well on the QDD. The reasons are
twofold. First, some common entities in the QDD are not recognized (e.g. male,
female, …). Second, spelling errors appearing in the QDD are not handled grace-
fully. Consequently, we propose a custom entity linking algorithm which handles
the above problems.

The principle of the proposed entity linking algorithm is shown in Figure 10.1.
The algorithm takes a pair of a question and an answer hint as an input. First,
the algorithm finds n-grams in both the question and the answer hint matching
some entity name or its alias in the KB and marks the n-grams as entity candi-
dates. The matching is done based on the string edit distance thus compensating
for spelling errors. In case the entity candidates overlap (e.g., London, London
Street), the shorter candidates are discarded in favor of longer ones which pre-
sumably specify entities more precisely. This heuristic has shown to be effective
in our informal experiments. Second, entity candidates are linked with entities
in the KB. For every entity candidate there are possibly many entities with the
same matching name or alias while only one entity needs to be selected. For that
purpose a relation maximization disambiguation algorithm is used.

The algorithm is applied in two steps. First, it links entities in a question q.
The algorithm selects the entities in a way that maximizes number of relations
(according to the KB) between all the selected entities Eq. Formally, the first

2https://natural-language-understanding-demo.ng.bluemix.net/, https://labs.
cognitive.microsoft.com/en-us/project-entity-linking (links checked on 08.07.2019)
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step is expressed by the following equation:

argmax
Eq

∑
e1∈Eq

∑
e2∈Eq

(e1, e2) ∈ KB (10.1)

Second, the algorithm links the entities in the corresponding answer hint. In ad-
dition to the answer hint entity candidates, the algorithm uses the linked entities
from the question as a context. In this case, answer hint entities are selected Ea

to maximize number of relations between each other and between them and the
context entities.

argmax
Ea

∑
e∈Ea

∑
eo∈Ea∪Eq

(e, eo) ∈ KB (10.2)

This follows an intuition that relationship between an answer hint and its
question can be expressed by relations of KB’s entities. The following example
shows how the relations can help to distinguish between entities corresponding
to a single entity candidate:

What did Scooter Libby write? A novel called The Apprentice.

Entity 

Scooter Libby
Entity 

novel

Entity 

The Apprentice1

Entity 

The Apprentice2

Entity 

The Apprentice3

Entity 

Rock album

Entity 

TV series

Entity candidate The Apprentice matches three entities but only one is connected
to other entities in the answer hint and question. The result of this process is
called a linked question and a linked answer hint.

As a baseline for the proposed relation maximization disambiguation algo-
rithm, a popularity maximization disambiguation algorithm was also evaluated.
In the popularity maximization, the entities for entity candidates are selected ac-
cording to their so called popularity score which is defined as a number of relations
the entity has with all other entities (denoted as (e, ∗)) in the KB, regardless the
context. Formal definition follows:

argmax
Ea,Eq

∑
e∈Ea∪Eq

(e, ∗) ∈ KB (10.3)

The algorithms are evaluated in Section 10.4.
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What work did [Scooter Libby] write ## [Scooter Libby] wrote [a novel] called [The Apprentice]

denotation probabilities

e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 e9 e10 e11

h11 h10 h7h9 h8 h6 h5 h4 h3 h2 h1

h1 h2 h3 h4 h5 h6 h7 h8 h9 h10 h11

d7 d9 d11

Linear transformation and softmax

Bidirectional LSTM

Figure 10.2: The neural denotation identification model. An input sequence is
made of question’s and answer hint’s words encoded as trainable embeddings ei.
The model outputs probabilities of being a denotation di.

10.3 Denotation Identification
The denotation identification algorithm selects a denotation among all answer
hint entities detected during the entity linking (see Section 10.2). The challenge
of the denotation identification can be demonstrated on the following example
(entities are enclosed by square brackets):

System: Where was [Sharon Calcraft] born?
User: [Australian] [Composer] [Sharon Calcraft]

was born in [1955] in [Sydney] [New South
Wales] [Australia].

The answer hint in the example contains many entities, however, only Australia
entity is a denotation because it answers the corresponding question.

Two approaches for the denotation identification are proposed in this chapter.
The first one, the context entity cancellation, is a simple method based on an
observation that most of non–denotation entities in the answer hint also appear
in its corresponding question (see Section 10.3 for more details). This model
serves as a baseline for the later machine-learned model.

The second approach, the attention selection model, uses an attention-based
bidirectional LSTM network, which is frequently used for identification of impor-
tant parts of an input sequence [Kadlec et al., 2016, Bahdanau et al., 2014]. This
model and its variants are described in Section 10.3.

Simple Selection Models
This section describes several variants of the context entity cancellation heuristics
to the denotation identification.

Basic cancellation - The first, simplest approach is based on an observation
that most of non–denotation entities within the answer hint come from its context
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– the corresponding question. Therefore, the algorithm filters out all context
entities from the answer hint entities. From the remaining entities, the one with
the highest Freebase popularity, which is a number of relations the entity has
with other entities in Freebase, is selected.

+ enumeration detection - The basic cancellation does not deal well with
an enumeration in questions. See the following example:

System: Is Stana Katic male or female?

The issue is that the question (the context) includes the correct answer which
would be canceled by the basic cancellation model. Therefore, the second algo-
rithm uses an enumeration detection in questions (based on the keyword spot-
ting). If enumeration is detected, the context entities are intersected with those
in an answer hint instead of being subtracted as in the basic cancellation.

+ context n-grams - Next, the basic model cannot handle well a discrimi-
nation between a denotation and entities providing extra information commonly
included in answer hints. See the following example:

System: Where was [Barack Obama] born?
User: [Barack Obama] was a [USA president]

born in [Hawaii].

Even though, the user was asked about a place of birth, he/she also included in-
formation about a function of Barack Obama which is an additional information.
To deal with this issue, each entity popularity is multiplied by a prior probabil-
ity of being a denotation (estimated from training data) given the surrounding
context n-gram.

In the example above, there are two entities left after the context cancellation:
[USA president] and [Hawaii]. Examples of their corresponding 3-gram contexts
are “was a #ENTITY”, “born in #ENTITY”. From the training data it is easy
to count how many times those contexts appeared with #ENTITY being a de-
notation/being an extra entity, which is a sufficient information for computing
the prior probability.

Attention Selection Models
The other approach for the denotation identification uses an attention-based neu-
ral model over word sequences. The word sequences are created by concatenation
of a linked question and its linked answer, where each entity in a word sequence
is encoded as a single word. See the example in Figure 10.2. For every answer
hint entity, the model outputs a probability of being a denotation.

Bidirectional attention model - First, the model transforms the discrete
word sequence into a vector representation using trained word embeddings. Then,
a bidirectional LSTM layer converts word embeddings to context embeddings.
Finally, the softmax layer produces a probability of being a denotation for every
answer hint entity. Note, that output of the softmax layer has the same length
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as the input sequence which depends on number of words in the answer hint
and the question. The architecture of the model can be seen in Figure 10.2.
The minimized objective of the model is a categorical cross-entropy between the
model’s output and one-hot encoding of the denotation entity position (along the
sequence length dimension).

+ positional word features - The next model variant, in addition, uses
position features describing a position of an answer hint entity occurrence among
the question entities. These features are concatenated with word embeddings
produced by the previous model and therefore must be generated for every word
in the input sequence. One-hot encoding of the position with two special symbols
is used. If the entity does not appear among the question entities, it gets a NULL
word symbol. If an input word is not an answer hint entity then it gets ZERO
word symbol. In Figure 10.2 the first answer hint entity Scooter Libby appears
as first entity in the question and the second answer hint entity a novel does not
appear in the question at all.

+ pretrained glove - To help the system perform better in setups with
small amount of training data as is ours, influence of pretrained embeddings (for
non-entity words) on model performance was explored. The glove [Pennington
et al., 2014] embeddings were used due the simplicity of use in our framework.

10.4 Evaluation

The proposed models were tested on the QDD which is detaily described in pre-
vious Chapter 9.

These dialogues include both dialogues with correct answer hints and incor-
rect/incomplete answer hints. In this Chapter, only the dialogues with correct
answer hints are used as it allows simple measurement of the denotation extrac-
tion performance. Therefore, subsets of 176 training, 43 validation, and 132 test
dialogues from the QDD were selected.

The entity linking models were implemented in C# and optimized for the
performance on large KBs. The surrounding context n-gram size was set to 3.

The denotation identification models were implemented in Keras [Chollet
et al., 2015] running on top of Tensorflow [Abadi et al., 2015]. They all used
embedding size of 8, and 8 LSTM cells. The pretrained glove embeddings dimen-
sion was 10. The model parameters were optimized by Adam [Kingma and Ba,
2014] with default hyper-parameters. The training ran for 50 epochs from which
the best model parameters according to the validation accuracy were selected.

The evaluation considers three metrics: the entity linking accuracy, the deno-
tation identification accuracy, and the denotation extraction accuracy.

The entity linking accuracy is measured as a ratio between answer hints
containing a denotation (a QDD label) among their entities (i.e. correctly linked
answer hints) and a count of all the answer hints. The results for the linking
algorithm are shown in Table 10.1. The results suggest that the entity linking
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accuracy
relation maximization @1 .628
relation maximization @5 .628
popularity maximization @1 .598
popularity maximization @2 .621
popularity maximization @5 .628

Table 10.1: Table with the accuracy of the entity linking. An answer hint is
correctly linked when it contains a denotation. @n means that a correct answer
was among n-best hypotheses.

with relation maximization outperforms the entity linking with popularity max-
imization. Manual inspection of errors shown that the improvement comes from
the use of information about relations between linked entities.

The QDD contains only a limited number of samples that can be used for
testing. Therefore, the results have a binomial 95% confidence intervals ±0.09,
which is quite high. Narrowing of those intervals would require substantially more
testing data which are not available yet.

Manual inspection of the errors shown that the most of the denotations can-
not be linked correctly as the wording of denotations significantly differ from
names/aliases stored in the KB and a simple character string edit distance can-
not account for these differences. See the following example:
System: What is the nationality of [Steve Rassin]?
User: [Steve Rassin] is American.

The entity [American] was not recognized although the database contains an
entity with names like [United States of America], [USA], …. In the context of
interactive learning, it would be possible to learn the unknown aliases such as
[American] directly from users by actively asking appropriate questions or from
the context.

The denotation identification accuracy measures a ratio of the number of
correctly identified denotations and the number of correctly linked answer hints.
This measure evaluates quality of the denotation identification assuming a perfect
linking algorithm.

The denotation extraction accuracy measures a ratio of the number of
correctly identified denotations and the number of all answer hints. This is end-
to-end measure for the denotation extraction - measure representing the overall
chance of the proposed algorithms to identify correct denotation in an answer
hint. The results for the proposed denotation identification models are shown
in Table 10.2. The results have a binomial 95% confidence intervals ±0.09. The
results suggests that the attention based model with pretrained glove embeddings
is comparable and possibly slightly better then the rule-based baseline. This
may be surprising as the training dataset consists of only 176 training examples.
While it is hard to come with firm conclusions given so little training and test
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accuracy d.i. accuracy d.e.
Basic cancellation .768 .477
+ enum. detection .768 .477
+ context ngrams .780 .485
Bidir attention .639 .402
+ positional word features .723 .455
+ pretrained glove .793 .492

Table 10.2: Table with denotation extraction accuracy and accuracy of denotation
identification (when using our best linker). Notice that adding enum. detection
did not improve test performance. However, it has shown to be useful on dev and
train splits.

data, the informal manual inspection of the test results suggests that the neural
attention based model better disambiguates extra information entities from the
denotations. It appears the neural model can learn the usage of prepositions
before denotations in the context of the corresponding question which the baseline
system cannot.

The typical errors are caused by vague nature of some questions in the QDD.
For example, in the case of “Who lives in the New York City?” there live millions
of people in the city and user can answer with any subset of the New York
citizens. However, QDD label contains only one of them, hurting the accuracy of
the model.

The code for denotation identification is available at GitHub3.

10.5 Discussion
The evaluation shows that denotations can be automatically extracted from the
data obtained interactively from dialogue system’s users. The advantage of this
approach compared to extraction from non-interactive sources is in ability of the
system to immediately confirm its hypothesis (making sure the extraction was
successful). This has shown as crucial in projects like NELL [Mitchell et al., 2015].
Without humans in the loop, the NELL system was not able to automatically
learn facts with a high accuracy.

The extracted denotations can be used for learning natural language under-
standing (NLU) components as shown in Berant et al. [2013], Liang [2016], Liang
et al. [2016], Labutov et al. [2019]. Therefore, dialogue system built around such
NLU components, continuously trained on automatically extracted denotations,
can adapt to long-term changes in language.

Another interesting field where denotations may be useful is a knowledge base
population task [Ji and Grishman, 2011]. In this task, a KB is typically expanded
by adding information extracted from off-line documents (e.g. Wikipedia pages).

3https://github.com/vodolan/DenotationIdentification
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However, this information can also be inferred from the denotations. There-
fore, the denotation extraction from answer hints allows to expand the KB by
adding information obtained interactively from users. The advantage of the later
approach is in possibility to focus the extraction effort on entities of system’s
interest, thus making the process more efficient. In addition, the system can
confirm extracted facts, ensuring the extracted information quality.
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11
Concept Based Dialogue Model

In this chapter we propose an interactive learning framework (see Section 11.1)
that is built around a general concept-based model allowing an effective analysis of
interactive learning strategies and related language phenomena (see Section 11.2).
This framework can be seen as a concrete instance of the ideas proposed in our
interactive learning analysis (see Section 8).

We implemented a dialogue system (see Section 11.3) in the proposed frame-
work and tested its learning abilities in a set of experiments (see Section 11.4).
Experiment results (see Section 11.5) show advantages of using interactive learn-
ing in dialogue systems. Our findings are compared to relevant work (see Sec-
tion 11.6) available in the literature. Finally, we discuss our findings (see Sec-
tion 11.7) and share ideas about arising issues that should be solved in future
work.

11.1 Interactive Learning Framework

Development of dialogue systems capable of interactive learning is a challenging
task. Therefore, a guiding principle that would ground design decisions to a
theoretical framework would be useful.

This chapter proposes a general model capable of interactive learning. This
model is not only able to present requested information but also to accept advice
from users and improve itself.

The model consists of native functions (real-word actions like database search,
storing information in a database, information presentation, information confir-
mation …), a knowledge base (KB), and a binding between data in the KB and
the native functions.
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The KB consists of concepts (fundamental elements) and relations modeled as
concept compositions. We define a concept as a compact piece of communicable
information that the system can 1) recognize, 2) compose with other concepts,
and 3) interpret. Some of the concepts can be bound to native functions which
enables the system to execute a native function when the concept is recognized.
The binding is defined by the system developers.

1) Concept recognition

is a process of recognizing concepts in a given input. The recognition can be
done in various ways. To simplify presentation, concepts in the examples are
recognized simply by matching word phrases to concepts in the KB. Our im-
plementation in Section 11.3 considers also relations between the concepts to
recognize them. More advanced techniques (like neural networks) could also be
used for the recognition.

From the concept recognition viewpoint, ambiguous concepts are such con-
cepts that cannot be distinguished based on the known input features (e.g. word
phrases). The concept disambiguation can consider how the concepts in question
are related to other concepts in the input (for details about our implementation
see Section 11.3).

On the other hand, multiple features pointing to a single concept can be
understood as synonyms (e.g. “restaurant” and “eatery”) allowing a concept to
be recognized in many ways.

2) Concept composition

is a concept triplet (subject, property, value) where all the three parts are con-
cepts. The composition allows to store complex structural information between
concepts in the model KB by composing subject and value concepts by the prop-
erty concept. Example of a composition is the following triplet (“Bombay restau-
rant”, “price range”, “moderate”).

Our knowledge base does not need any predicates like in common KBs (Wiki-
data1). Composing two concepts by another concept is advantageous because the
model can use the same learning techniques for concepts, their properties (which
are also concepts), and values (concepts again). Consequently, entirely new prop-
erties can be learned and used by the model. For instance, the model may learn
which restaurants have TV, even though the corresponding property (e.g. “has
TV”) was not defined by model authors.

3) Concept interpretation

is a process of evaluating a native function bound to the concept. The interpreta-
tion allows the model to use its KB to perform required tasks. Also, the concept

1https://www.wikidata.org/
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compositions can be used for passing arguments into the native functions. Con-
sider the following example: (“find”, “what”, “restaurant”) The “find” concept is
bound to a native function which performs a search. The “what” concept which
is used as a property passes the search argument “restaurant” into the function.

For details and an example implementation see Section 11.3.

11.2 Strategies for Interactive Learning

The key challenge in interactive learning is understanding advice a user gives to a
dialogue system. The difficulty comes from two main sources: 1) the complexity of
representing new information, which may contain unknown concepts or relations,
2) the natural language expressivity that leads to a wide variety of forms that
advice can have.

Our approach is to develop robust strategies that explore meaning of recog-
nized unknown phrases. To do so, we process only specific forms of advice coming
from users. Note that due to a high number of conversations that dialogue sys-
tems may encounter, utilizing even a small portion of advice provided may still
be beneficial (compared to common systems which do not use any advice at all).

The strategies and relevant language phenomena are studied in the following
subsections. First, concept learning is described. As the concepts are not very
useful on its own, strategies for learning concept compositions are also analyzed.
When learning from users, there is always a chance that the system learns incor-
rect information. Incorrect information detection, prevention, and correction are
analyzed in the last subsection.

Concept Learning

The fundamental element that a dialogue system can learn is called a concept
(by following definitions from Section 11.1). A concept can be optionally bound
to a native function of a system and/or composed with other concepts.

From the viewpoint of information kinds (see Section 8.2), the concept learn-
ing can be seen as a learning from answer hint and language understanding in-
formation kinds.

We define learning a concept as finding features that help a system to recognize
that concept. A phrase “search for” is a representative of such feature. It helps
the system recognize the underlying concept that provides a native search in the
KB. During dialogue, the system has several ways of concept learning: 1) ask and
hope, 2) ask and negotiate, 3) ask, negotiate, and fail.

1) Ask and hope.

When an unknown phrase occurs, the system can ask for its meaning.
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U1: I want a luxury restaurant.
S1: What does luxury mean?
U2: It means expensive.
S2: I see. The Caesar Palace is an expensive

restaurant.

In examples in this chapter, Un and Sn represent n-th user/system turn, · · ·
refers to a previous example. Expensive denotes the phrase matching a concept
that the system knows and luxury denotes an unknown phrase.

In the example above, the system does not know the meaning of the phrase
“luxury”. Asking for explanation is naturally understood by users and they have
opportunity to help the system to understand.

The known concept “expensive” can be used to create a hypothesis that “lux-
ury” is equivalent to “expensive” and then implicitly confirmed with the user by
putting the hypothesis in the system response. Note that cooperating with the
system is in user’s favor because the cooperation can help achieve their own goal
(searching an expensive restaurant).

In the previous example, creating the correct hypothesis was only possible
because the user used a phrase that was already known to the system. Chances
of such hits are naturally low with users unaware of the system limitations.

2) Ask and negotiate.

Therefore, the system needs to inform users about the range of its knowledge and
capabilities.

For efficiency, the description of the knowledge and capabilities has to be brief
and presented progressively as shown in the following example:

· · ·
U2: It means high style.
S2: It didn’t help me. Is luxury related to a

location or a price range?
U3: Price range is the closest.
S3: I know cheap, moderate and expensive as

price ranges. Which one is similar to lux-
ury?

The system creates a list of candidate concepts related to known concepts
that the user said (“restaurant” in this case, see the turn U1). Then, the system
prunes the candidate list by asking the user for properties of the unknown phrase
(“luxury”). When the candidate list is small enough, it can be presented to the
user.

3) Ask, negotiate, and fail.

Declining the similarity to known concepts signals that the unknown phrase de-
notes a new concept. See the following example:
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U1: I want a traditional restaurant
S1: What does traditional mean?
U2: It means old style cooking.
S2: It didn’t help me. Is traditional related to

a location or a price range?
U3: None of that.
S3: Ok. Unfortunately, I don’t know any

restaurant which is traditional.

Even though the system is not able to provide the valuable information right
away, it gained some knowledge about a new concept. This may be useful when
relations with other concepts are learned as shown in Section 11.2. This way,
after some time, the system may learn which restaurants serve traditional food.

Concept Composition Learning
Learning new concepts in isolation is usually not very useful. The system does
not have much to talk about a concept which is not bound to a native function or
is not related to some other concept (except the existence of the concept). As a
result, learning concept composition is an important task in interactive learning
dialogue systems. The concept composition can be seen as a representation that
captures the deep semantic information (see Section 8.2).

We distinguish two basic approaches to composition learning: 1) passive com-
position learning which relies on related concepts being mentioned together, 2)
active composition learning that tries to investigate unmentioned relations.

1) Passive composition learning

is a strategy that allows learning new relations from direct advice given by users.
Such advice can come from non-experts paid for improving the system. Also,
systems with large enough traffic can benefit from advice that come from natural
dialogue flows (even though we expect such dialogues to be quite rare) similar to
the following example:

U1: I am looking for an Indian restaurant.
S1: I found Bombay restaurant nearby.
U2: Bombay has moderate prices. Do you

have something more high style?
S2: Do you think that Bombay’s price range

is moderate?
U3: Yes.

In this example, the user is giving useful information about a restaurant prop-
erty. The system needs to know both concepts and needs to have a hypothesis on
how they can be composed. The hypothesis (“moderate” is a value of the “price
range” property) then can be confirmed with the user.
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The confirmation is necessary because two composable concepts in a sentence
need not be in a relation as shows the next example.

· · ·
U2: Bombay is not expensive. Find some-

thing different.
S2: You think Bombay price range is expen-

sive?
U3: No!

Note that even though the system hypothesis is wrong, the information can
be remembered, so the system does not ask for it again.

2) Active composition learning

is mainly useful for composing a newly learned concept. The system often has a
chance to ask for details about the unknown concept right away, as can be seen
in the following example.

U1: Give me a traditional restaurant.
S1: What does traditional mean?
U2: It is food type that a restaurant may

serve.
S2: Do you think that restaurant can have tra-

ditional food?

In this example, system can hypothesize that the new concept is a value of
the known “food” property of a “restaurant” concept. Confirming the hypothesis
will let the system add a new concept and the revealed relation.

Clearly, the system may not get useful information at the first attempt. The
system gets other chances to ask a question of its interest when users are trying
to chitchat. For example, questions can be routed between different users as
described in Figure 8.1. Consequently, getting more opportunities to ask the
question in a relevant context.

Questions can be generated for concepts with a small number of relations as
follows.

U1: Hi, how are you?
S1: I’m having trouble finding a restaurant

that is traditional.
U2: I know Pepe is a good traditional

restaurant.

The responses from users can be processed in the same manner as described for
the passive composition learning.
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Error Correction
All information systems have to deal with incorrect information that can be
contained in their KBs. Mostly, the problem is in information that gets obsolete
when updates are not performed in time (e.g. Barrack Obama is USA president).
Dialogue systems are a specific kind of information systems which database can
also get obsolete. Moreover, interactive learning adds another source of incorrect
information - the system users.

Regardless of the error source, dialogue systems have opportunities, for in-
stance during chitchat, to ask users for confirmations as shown in the following
example:

U1: Hi, how are you?
S1: Hi, I’m wondering whether Pepe is a tra-

ditional restaurant.
U2: Of course it is. I like it there.

In the example, the system presents information to be confirmed with the
user. The presented information can be grounded to some context recognized by
the system (e.g. location of the user, history...) to increase a chance of getting
the advice.

For advice understanding is needed: recognition of affirmation, denial and no
relevant information. In addition, the context is very important for efficiency.
Therefore, it may be more useful to present extra information along with user
requested information.

U1: Is Bombay open today?
S1: Bombay is open today. I think they have

expensive prices, right?
U2: No, the prices are rather moderate.

Although there are some ways of correcting errors in the system KB, it can
take a long time and the presence of errors may temporarily harm system per-
formance. Therefore, it is important to prevent database corruption by including
knowledge from interactive learning.

A simple but effective approach is waiting for multiple agreements on the
same information. Note that in the concept based framework, the agreement on
a piece of information can be easily calculated, in contrast with end-to-end deep
neural network systems like [Wen et al., 2017b].

11.3 Interactive Learning Dialogue System
We evaluated the proposed ideas on our implementation of the concept based
model that supports strategies described in Section 11.2. The system operates in
a domain of restaurant recommendation. However, the system is not specialized
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nor limited to a specific domain. Without any architectural changes, it could
provide information about other domains besides the restaurant one.

The system is interactive learning ready (ILR) (see Section 8.5) because its
behavior is encoded in the system knowledge base. Also, the system is interactive
learning complete (ILC) because the knowledge base can be fully modified based
on the input.

In the next sections, the implementation of our concept based dialogue sys-
tem is described. The description starts with a general overview of the system
architecture which is centered around event chains. The chains serve as a flexible
storage of all the knowledge the system has. This knowledge base can store con-
cepts, parallel interpretations of the input and it is also able to encode temporal
information like “pricerange is required” which has a limited duration (until the
pricerange is specified).

The description follows with a concrete example of full dialogue turn process-
ing. The system abilities are mainly influenced by the initial knowledge of the
system KB and by the available native functions.

The description ends with details about how concept learning and concept
composition learning is implemented in the system.

Concept Dialogue System Architecture

The general architecture view can be seen in Figure 11.1. The system works with
textual user utterances which the system responds to in each dialogue turn until
the dialogue is over.

On the input, the system takes user utterance and a knowledge base (KB)
which describes previous history of the dialogue and all the knowledge the system
has. The KB consist of event chains which are records of event sequences that
were internally emitted by the system during input processing.

The processing starts by generating InputPhraseEvent from each word in the
input utterance. After the events are added, system handlers process them by
emitting other events which can be also handled and trigger more events until
the system is able to generate a response to the user, based on the event chains.
During this process, concepts are activated, combined, and consequently native
functions are executed which results are processed by the system policy as will
be described in the next sections.

Event Chain Knowledge Base

Our model uses a knowledge base where all knowledge is encoded as chains of
events. All event types used by our system are listed in Table 11.1. All the event
chains have a common root (StartEvent) and each chain is identified by its head.
The chains can be branched after every event forming a tree-like structure.

The event chain design allows effective representation of many parallel dia-
logue states at once (every chain represents a single dialogue state). This property
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Figure 11.1: The general overview of our concept based dialogue system imple-
mentation. The input is used for recognizing concepts which can activate native
functions. The activation results are processed by the policy module. All these
stages create many hypotheses (e.g. which concepts were mentioned) that are
scored and the best one is used for output generation. The event chain KB is
used as an effective storage for managing many hypotheses during the search.

is very useful for creating and evaluating hypotheses (e.g. it can represent that a
phrase “restaurant” matches previously mentioned restaurant in one hypothesis
and a general restaurant concept in the other).

Our KB supports three basic operations.

• push(event, head) - pushes the event at the end of the chain identified
by the given head,

• branch(events, head) - for each event in events creates a new chain, each
connected to the end of the chain identified by the given head (the process
is called forking),

• read(head) - reads all events in the chain specified by the given head.

The data from chains are read starting from the chain heads. This way,
adding new event can overwrite or discard information placed some time before.
An example of a short event chain can be seen in Figure 11.2.

When looking on the KB from HEAD_42 position in the example, one would
see a concept find, which defines a “what” parameter that describes concepts to
be found. The find is bound to a native function which implements the searching
behavior. The DescribedByEvent defines how the concept find can be activated
via input events.

In this example, a branch with other DescribedByEvent can be seen. The
other event adds a new way how the find concept can be recognized when looking
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GENERAL EVENTS
Start an initial event rooting all KB chains
InputPhrase an input from the user was registered
Output a message was sent to the user
InstanceOutput an instance description was sent to the user
Export event was sent to KB shared between users
Close a specific event was closed in the chain
Score a specific score was added to the chain
DIALOGUE POLICY
TurnStart a dialogue turn was started
TurnEnd a dialogue turn ended (all input events fired)
NeedsRefinement refinement of some function argument is needed
PolicyTag a policy native function was executed
DATA MODEL
ConceptDefined a concept is defined
ParamDefined a parameter of a specified concept is defined
DescribedBy descriptive phrase for a concept is added
InstanceActive an instance was activated (all its parameters filled)
InstanceActivationRequest activation request asks for parameter values
PropertySet property value of an instance is set
InstanceReferenced an existing instance is referenced
IncompleteRelation a triplet with only two known parts was set

Table 11.1: The table lists all event types used by our system.

NewConcept

find
root

DescribedBy

find: „search for“
AddParam

find.what = ?
BindNativeFunction

find, 0xA45CD1
HEAD

42

DescribedBy

find: „look up“
HEAD

43
….

…. ….….

Figure 11.2: Example of event knowledge base with parallel chains. The knowl-
edge base is read from chain head to the chain root.
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on the KB from HEAD_43. This way, hypotheses of how concepts are recognized
can be made by the system and further negotiated with users.

The KB contains all the factual information and also its internal knowledge
about the system native functions. Therefore, the system can learn new facts and
new ways how to use the functions just by adding new information to the KB.

During input processing, large numbers of chains are usually created by the
system. Therefore, chain pruning is crucial. For this task, our system uses beam
search algorithm. It limits number of chain heads to a fixed number by removing
chains with low scores.

The chain score is defined as a sum of all score events present in the chain (e.g.
ScoreEvent(0.37)). The score events are emitted on several occasions throughout
the input processing. First, when concept instances are activated by matching to
some input phrase. The score quantifies how well the concept description (defined
by DescribedByEvent) matches the current input. The measure we use is a ratio
of common words between input and the closest description.

Second, when concepts are composed together. The compositions with prop-
erties or values already present in the KB are preferred.

Third, native functions when invoked decide which events they emit. For
instance, function for find adds score inversely proportional to the count of found
concepts (except zero count which adds a slight negative score). Thus, arguments
that provide more specific (and hopefully more meaningful) results are preferred.

In our model, the scores are currently implemented as constants. However,
the scores could be tuned from some reward signals. This approach would add
interesting feedback learning abilities to the model, so it will be a part of our
future work.

Concept Representation

The concepts are represented as a sequence of operations stored as events in the
KB chains. There are three elementary operations that the model performs with
the concept. First, the system must be able to define concepts, which is done
by adding defining events to the KB. Second, setting relations between concepts,
which is done by PropertySetEvent events. Third, the most complex operation,
which is concept instantiation.

The system distinguishes between concepts that are used as a permanent
knowledge and concept instances that are used for storing operational informa-
tion. This way, the system can distinguish between a general concept of restaurant
(encoded as ConceptDefinedEvent) and a concrete mention of the restaurant in
an utterance (encoded as InstanceActiveEvent) in the chain.

Setting a price range relation with the restaurant concept would mean that
all restaurants are cheap. In contrast, setting the relation with the concrete
concept instance allows the system to understand e.g. a specific user query. Note
that the concept instances could be seen as usual concepts (as defined in the
previous Sections) because they are part of a knowledge base, and the system
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can communicate, and recognize them. We are using the special term for them
only to make the presentation clearer.

When the input is received, the system tries to match its phrases to known
concept descriptions and consequently create concept instances. If some instance
of the concept was created previously in the dialogue, the system also considers
the matching phrase as a reference to the instance. In that case, the instance
does not have to be created again. Therefore, the system can process a dialogue
like this:

User: I want a cheap [restaurant]
System: I know many cheap restaurants, which one

would you like?
User: A [restaurant] in the city center.

In the example, with the first restaurant mention a corresponding concept
instance is created. The second mention then only refers to the firstly created
instance by using InstanceReferencedEvent in the corresponding chain.

Native Function Activation
Activation of a native function means executing a native code that implements
some dialogue system feature. An example can be a function that performs search
in the KB. This function needs an argument describing a search criterion. All
the native functions implemented in our system are listed in Table 11.2.

The functions are activated when all their parameters are set. The arguments
are represented as instances that are in relation with the instance bound to the
function. During the beam search (driven by event chain scores), all instances
that were not used as arguments yet are examined as potential arguments for
every newly added instance bound to a native function.

Naturally, most of the argument assignments are not relevant for the functions.
This issue is solved by every native function individually. The functions are
scoring the assignments, therefore only the most relevant assignments will be
preserved during the beam search.

Concept Based Policy
Our dialogue system policy is encoded in small native functions that can be
activated only at the end of dialogue turn processing. The functions are listed in
Table 11.3.

In the dialogue turn end, the policy functions activations are tried for all
available event chains. The event chain with highest total score (including score
events generated by policy functions) will be then used for response generation.

When activated, the functions typically check for some pattern in the current
event chain. If the pattern is found, the policy action adds new events that can
be used for output generation and preparation for the new dialogue turn.
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Function Parameters Description

Find criterion finds concepts compatible
with the criterion

What subject
property

gives a property value of the
subject

OptionPrompt answer activates one of options ac-
cording to the answer

DoYouKnow subject
determines whether the sub-
ject is a known concept
(based on its properties)

PartialDoYouKnow subject
property

determines whether the
property is known for the
subject

ItReferenceResolver reactivates every mentioned
instance in a new branch

DefiniteReferenceResolver subject
reactivates instances with
same properties as the sub-
ject has

YesNoPrompt answer
activates instances handling
positive/negative decision
based on the answer

AssignUnknownProperty subject
value

for each subject’s property
assigns the value in a new
branch

PropertyValueDisambiguation

subject
property
values
answer

selects a value from the val-
ues for assigning to the prop-
erty based on the answer

CollectNewConcept description
concept

creates a hypothesis that
the description describes the
concept

ExportNewProperty target
property

exports to KB shared be-
tween users that given target
has the property

ExportDescribedBy exports to the shared KB a
new description of a concept

ExportPropertyValue
target

property
value

exports to the shared KB the
(target,property,value) rela-
tion

Table 11.2: The table lists all native functions used by our system.
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Policy Function Description

LearnUnknownForRefinement unknown phrase registered after refine-
ment request, ask for explanation

RequestRefinement
multiple instances (e.g. restaurants)
were found, bot asks for finer details
to obtain the specific one

RequestNewConceptConfirmation asks for confirmation about new con-
cept

OfferResult a result was found, offer it to the user

ReaskDisambiguation last disambiguation was not specific,
ask for more details

AskForDisambiguation search result was not specific enough,
ask for details

RequestNewPropertyExplanation ask for explanation of an unknown
property

RequestSubstitutionWithUnknown an unknown phrase could be assigned
as a parameter, ask for its meaning first

RequestSubstitution some instance has unsatisfied parame-
ter, ask for its value

UnknownAnsweredToRefinement refinement is an unknown phrase, ask
for details

AfterPropertyLearned a new property was learned for some
concept, ask for its value

LearnPropertyValue a new value for a property was learned,
ask for confirmation

RememberDescription hypothesis about new concept descrip-
tion is verified with the user

UnknownAfterLearnNewPhrase explanation of a new phrase is not rec-
ognizable, ask again

LearnNewPhrase an unknown phrase was registered, ask
for explanation

RequestRelationConfirmation a new relation was found, ask for con-
firmation

AfterDescriptionRemembered the description was remembered, ask
for continuation

RequestAction an instance is recognized but no action
is recognized, request the action

HowCanIHelpYouFallback no other policy is applicable, offer help
to the user

Table 11.3: The table lists all policy functions used by the system. The functions
are in the descending order by the score they add to the event chain if applied
(i.e. top most functions are prioritized the most).
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KB = create_initial_kb()
KB.load(get_shared_knowledge())

while not dialog.is_over:
input = dialog.read_input()

for head in KB.heads:
KB.push(TurnStartEvent(), head)

for word in input:
# pushing of input events causes
# a long cascade of event handling and emitting
KB.push(InputPhraseEvent(word), head)
prune_beam(KB)

# this triggers policy functions
KB.push(TurnEndEvent(), head)

# find best head for output generation
top_head = get_top_score_head(KB)
dialog.print_output(top_head.last_output_event)

update_shared_knowledge(KB.exported_events())

Figure 11.3: A high level algorithm of the concept based model. The system
starts by loading its initial KB and a shared knowledge learned from other users.
Then, dialogue turns are processed by pushing input phrases into the KB which
results in emitting potentially many long event chains which are pruned according
to their score because of efficiency. Output for the turn is created from output
events in the best KB event chain. After the dialogue is over, events exported
during the dialogue are used to update the shared knowledge so it can be used
for other users (if the learning threshold is surpassed).

We implement the policy functions in a way which ensures that only one
matching policy function will be activated for a single event chain. The priority
is specified by system designers (ScoreEvent is used for representing the priority
in the chain) and it allows, e.g. to prioritize policy for asking a question about
concept of user interest before asking “How can I help you?”. The priorities are
specified by policy function order in Table 11.3.

Dialogue Turn Processing

The dialogue turn processing is a process in which the system analyzes ut-
terance from a user and generates corresponding response, while considering the
previous dialogue history. The high level algorithm can be seen in Figure 11.3.

The working principle of the system is adding events into the KB and exe-
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cuting appropriate event handlers (which can add other events and so on). We
implemented the system in a way that adding input events (reporting that there
are some words on the input) will cause triggering cascade of handlers which in
the end fill the KB by hypotheses about the response the system should make.
The hypotheses are encoded as separate event chains that are pruned by the beam
search algorithm during the calculation.

Representing the input processing hypotheses as branches of long event se-
quences has the advantage of complex scoring that can affect e.g. how the con-
cepts are matched in the input based on results of operations that work with the
concepts.

Despite the turn is processed in this very tied way, its description is eas-
ier when split into the following five steps: 1) concept recognition, 2) concept
composition, 3) native function execution, 4) output generation, 5) next turn
preparation.

The algorithm is illustrated on the following example:

U1: [Which] [restaurants] do you have?
S1: I know many restaurants. Which one

would you like?
U2: [Expensive] one.
S2: The Caesar Palace is an expensive restau-

rant.

1) Concept recognition.

When a new utterance occurs, the system fills its KB by InputPhraseEvent events.
As the events are added to the KB, the system tries to match the events to concept
descriptions.

For every concept, with some description that has similarity to the input
event above zero, new chain is forked and a concept instance is added by pushing
InstanceActivatedEvent to the chain. If the concept already has some active
instances, forks with their references are added in parallel to the new instance
activation.

The concept descriptions (e.g. “sure”, “of course”… for concept yes) can be
either specified by system authors or learned from users.

In the example, the concept restaurant is recognized by phrase “restaurants”
and two ambiguous concepts what and find are recognized by phrase “Which”.
See Section 11.3 for the concept definitions. From the ambiguous concepts, only
find will be later selected because it will get better score during further processing
steps.

2) Composing concepts.

After concept instances are recognized, the system tries to compose them with
other active or referenced instances. They can be composed either by concepts
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that were already used as properties in the KB or by concepts representing native
function parameters.

All such composition hypotheses are tried exhaustively and create correspond-
ing chain forks. This approach generates a large number of hypotheses that will
be pruned during the beam search.

In the example, find has a parameter defined in the KB. Therefore, relation
between instances of find and restaurant is added as a hypothesis. This way,
concepts find and what from step 1 are disambiguated because what requires two
arguments and the system had only one available.

3) Native function execution.

The algorithm continues by executing native functions which are bound to rec-
ognized concepts and which have assigned some values for all their parameters.

The function parameters are described in a way that allows creating natural
language questions. In case an argument is missing, the question is presented to
a user with the intention of getting the argument in the next dialogue turn.

The native function bound to the find is invoked with restaurant as its argu-
ment. Then, the function finds multiple restaurants in the KB and creates event
NeedsRefinementEvent so it can be used for output generation in the next step.

Also, ScoreEvent is generated with a value that is inversely proportional to
the count of found restaurants. This way, hypotheses that would lead to more
specific searches are preferred.

4) Output generation.

After all native functions were executed, the policy rules are triggered as a con-
sequence of pushing TurnEndEvent as can be seen in Figure 11.3. The policy
further pushes more events into the KB in order to decide which information
should be presented to the user. Then, our rule-based NLG searches for event
patterns in event chains and generates according natural language outputs. The
output for the highest scored event chain will be in the end presented to the user.

In the example, NeedsRefinementEvent and corresponding find is recognized
by the policy. New event OutputEvent(NeedsRefinementEvent, find) is generated
and then used by the NLG to generate question S1.

5) Next turn preparation.

The dialogue system response in the current turn should influence how the next
user utterance will be understood. Therefore, when the policy decides what
should be in the output, it can also add further events that will help with the
next turn understanding.

In the example, the policy simply adds reference event to argument of find
instance which is restaurant instance. Thus the system remembers to prefer
composing new concept instances with the restaurant in the following turn. This
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way, in the second dialogue turn, expensive is composed with the restaurant, and
find is activated again.

Consequently, the single concept Caesar Palace is found and offered to the
user.

Initial Knowledge Base
The initial knowledge base of the system comprises of concepts bound to native
functions and some essential concepts like “yes”,“no”… It also contains concepts
representing some restaurants and their properties. The information is incomplete
initially, so learning abilities of the system can be tested during dialogues with
crowdsourced users (Section 11.4).

The evaluated system starts with 49 concepts in its KB. The initial knowledge
is encoded as 133 events.

Key Native Functions
All the native functions are summarized in the table 11.2. In this section we sum-
marize key native functions important for experiments and evaluations described
later.

The central service our model provides is a criterion based search in its KB.
Other native functions support the interactive learning. There are several cate-
gories of native functions:

Search

The system can provide information in several forms given to the following native
functions:

• Find[criterion] - searches for concepts in the KB that match the given cri-
terion,

• What[subject, property] - retrieves property value of the given concept,

• DoYouKnow[subject] - reports whether the system knows the subject.

Prompt

The system can ask users to confirm knowledge hypotheses or request information.

It reference, definite article resolving

The system supports referencing by the following native functions:
• DefiniteReferenceResolver[subject] - searches the working memory for in-

stances that are similar to the subject and reactivates them,

• ItReferenceResolver[∅] - resolves anaphora by reactivating already known
instances.
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Concept learning dialogues avg. turns success rate
sharing disabled 1 150 4.8 0.71
sharing disabled 2 142 4.0 0.73
sharing enabled 1 113 2.1 0.88
sharing enabled 2 116 2.0 0.89

Table 11.4: Concept learning experiment statistics (2 independent runs): sharing
knowledge between dialogues makes consequent dialogues shorter and increases
success rate.

Concept Learning Implementation
As described in Section 11.2, unknown phrase recognition is a key activity in
concept learning. The system uses a set of heuristics for performing this task.

First, phrases not matched to known concepts are collected. Those phrases
are similar to intexts used for unknown relation recognition in the work of Hixon
et al. [2015] and Clark et al. [2014]. Second, the phrases are split on some com-
mon words, for example pronouns, conjunctions and prepositions, to form shorter
phrases. Third, the phrases are then treated as they were known concepts to see
with which concepts they would compose.

With the composition information, a specific hypothesis can be generated in
some situations. (e.g. when find needs an argument, the system hypothesizes the
unknown phrase is that argument). After the hypothesis is confirmed by a user,
an information vote count is increased by one. When the vote count reaches a
learning threshold, the information is propagated to the shared KB. This way,
the KB is protected from information noise.

Composition Learning Implementation
The difficulty in implementing concept composition learning algorithms is in de-
tecting which of the recognized concepts denote subject, property, and its value.
When the dialogue system recognizes three concepts (e.g. A,B,X) and two of them
participate in some relation already present in the KB (e.g. relation [A,Y,B]), the
system infers the roles of the recognized concepts (e.g. relation [A,X,B]) and ver-
ifies with the user.

If the inferred relation is confirmed, the model increases the vote count for
the particular relation and propagates it to the shared KB when the vote count
reaches a learning threshold.

11.4 Experiments
The strategies proposed in this chapter were tested with crowdsourced users

in two setups. The first setup tests how the concept learning ability improves con-
versation efficiency over time. The second setup shows that composition learning
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S: Hello, how can I help you?
U: I am searching for an upscale restaurant.
S: So, you want restaurants which are upscale?
U: Yes.
S: What does upscale mean?
U: Luxurious.
S: I can't see any clues there.
S: What does upscale mean?
U: Luxury.
S: I know Caesar Palace.

Figure 11.4: An example of a successful dialogue collected during the concept
learning experiment. The system (S) recently learned that luxury restaurants
are expensive. In this dialogue, user (U ) helps to further extend the knowledge
by the word upscale.
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Figure 11.5: Cumulative successful dialogue count for evaluation group in the
concept composition learning experiment. The improvement over time is caused
by information coming from conversations with users in the teaching group that
started to communicate at the retrieval attempt 0.

allows the dialogue system to provide new information learned purely from con-
versations with its users.

Concept Learning Experiment
Concept learning is essential for the system to understand new phrases. The
learning ability can be tested by controlled exposure to an unknown phrase and
observing changes in a system behavior as new conversations are coming. In our
setup, system behavior is measured by the user success rate and dialogue length.

Crowdsourced users were asked to find a luxury restaurant in the KB. How-
ever, the system had no notion of the word luxury. The only way the system
could learn meaning of the word luxury (and of other similar words used by
users) was that a user would learn the system its similarity to concept expensive.
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We intentionally limited the experiment scope to learning a single concept, so
the learning effect can be properly evaluated and because of limited resources for
paying crowdsourced users.

We expected the system to learn the meaning of the word luxury from users’
advice and make the search task easier for the subsequent users - hence increasing
the system performance. The baseline was the same dialogue system with disabled
sharing of the learned knowledge between users. The results are summarized in
Section 11.5.

Concept Composition Learning Experiment
Concepts that the dialogue system knows would not be very useful without rela-
tions between them. For this reason, learning how to compose concept relations is
an important dialogue system ability, which allows utilizing the learned concepts
in conversations.

The learning ability can be tested by observing performance changes on a task
that requires a particular concept relation which is not known to the dialogue
system. If the learning works correctly, performance gain should be observed
after some conversations with users knowing the corresponding information.

We tested the ability on a search task. The users were instructed to find a
medium priced restaurant. The searched restaurant and all the relevant concepts
were known for the system. However, the system did not know that the searched
restaurant had medium prices, i.e. the system lacked a concept relation.

The experimental setup involves three groups of users:

A Baseline group - users tried to find a medium priced restaurant on the
system lacking the required information.

B Teaching group - users were instructed to teach the system that the
restaurant serves medium priced food.

C Evaluation group - users again tried to find a medium priced restaurant.

The teaching and evaluation groups accessed the system in parallel so that im-
provements over time could be observed. The experiment results are summarized
in Section 11.5.

11.5 Results
The experiments used the dialogue system described in Section 11.3 with learning
threshold set to 3 (every new information that could be used between users must
be confirmed at least in 3 different dialogues). We used a chat-like dialogue
interface that was accessed by crowdsourced users coming from a crowd platform
Figure-Eight2.

2https://www.figure-eight.com/
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Composition learning dialogues success rate
A0) baseline group 55 0.00
B1) teaching group 120 0.55
C1) evaluation group 72 0.57
B2) teaching group 90 0.79
C2) evaluation group 60 0.72
B3) teaching group 95 0.67
C3) evaluation group 55 0.93

Table 11.5: Concept composition learning experiment statistics. Users in the
baseline group were not able to succeed in the required task because the essential
information was missing. The teaching and evaluation groups accessed the system
in parallel - the evaluation group users were able to get the required information
after some users from the teaching group successfully put it into the system
through natural conversations.

With this setup, we got 1068 dialogues in total for both of our experiments
(after we manually removed 37 of garbage dialogues with non-English languages,
random keystrokes etc.). The dialogue annotation (successful, unsuccessful, infor-
mation found or not) was done automatically to drive payouts for crowdsourced
users. Simple heuristics were used to verify whether the user provided/asked re-
quired information. We manually corrected dialogue annotations for 85 dialogues
where automatic annotation failed. The annotation tool we built can be seen in
Figure 11.6

All the collected conversations, automatic and manual annotations, scripts
used for producing experiment statistics, and graphs presented in this chapter
are available for download3.

The statistics of two concept learning experiment runs when (no knowl-
edge is shared between runs) can be seen in Table 11.4. One can observe an
improvement in success rate when knowledge is shared between dialogues of dif-
ferent users (i.e. learning across users is enabled). Also, the conversations are
shorter on average, suggesting that learning improves the efficiency of the dialogue
system.

The learned knowledge also improved efficiency of the learning itself. For an
example see Figure 11.4. The system was able to learn meaning of the word
upscale because it previously learned the meaning of luxury.

Concept composition learning experiment statistics can be seen in Ta-
ble 11.5. Three runs of the experiment were executed to limit the inherent un-
certainty of the results. As expected, the baseline group of users was not able to
accomplish the prescribed task (information was missing in the system). There-
fore, it was run only once. For this group, the dialogue was considered to be
complete after system reported that the monitored information (medium priced
restaurant) is not available in its database.

3https://github.com/vodolan/InteractiveLearningDialoguesDataset
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Figure 11.6: The figure shows an interface used for manual correction to auto-
matic labels collected for worker payouts. The tool provides a complete conver-
sation log with information about the automatic label (The line with T_comple-
tion).
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Users from the teaching group were able to teach the system the missing infor-
mation approximately in 4 dialogue turns. A dialogue was considered successful
when the monitored information was learned or confirmed to be already present
in the system KB.

The evaluation group accessed the system in parallel with the teaching group.
The success rate of the evaluation group depends on information taught by the
teaching group. Users from the evaluation group tried to find a restaurant which
could get into the system database only as a result of teaching by users from the
teaching group. The dialogue was considered to be complete when the monitored
information was presented to a user (successful dialogue) or unavailability of the
information was reported (unsuccessful dialogue).

The success rate in Table 11.5 shows that information was transferred between
the teaching and evaluating user groups. The graph in Figure 11.5 shows that the
cumulative success count of the third group was improving with the number of
conversations - between 0 and 20 retrieval attempts. After 20 retrieval attempts,
the information between the restaurant and its price range was reliably taught
by the teaching group therefore success count was growing linearly.

The manual inspection of collected data revealed that users gave correct advice
that the system was not able to understand on many occasions. This supports
our hypothesis that even a small portion of advice understood by the system can
improve its performance when robust conversation strategies are used.

Even though, the proposed experiments were scoped to the limited learning
scenario, they are showing a potential of interactive learning models. In our
future work, joint learning of multiple concepts and properties will be researched.

11.6 Related Work

An interesting approximation to full open domain systems are multi-domain dia-
logue systems [Ramadan et al., 2018]. With enough data, they can be trained in
a supervised end-to-end manner as shown in [Wen et al., 2017b]. Often, such sys-
tems need complex tricks to make them run, like training the system components
separately on different data [Wen et al., 2017a]. General end-to-end dialogue
frameworks [Lei et al., 2018] also have a great potential for building systems
capable of handling multiple domains.

The amounts of data required are often not available for numerous domains.
Therefore, systems with policies adaptable to new domains with reinforcement
learning techniques are developed [Gašić et al., 2017, Casanueva et al., 2017].
These techniques need thousands of dialogues to learn or adapt. Estimating
the reinforcement learning reward signal from pure conversations (without extra
annotation from users) is itself a challenging task [Su et al., 2018].

The advantage of the interactive learning approach compared to the rein-
forcement learning is in the strength of the signal coming from users as was
demonstrated with agents learning new skills by combining the old skills in an
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inspiring work of [Azaria et al., 2016]. Interactive systems can ask its user for the
required information and obtain it in several dialogues [Vodolán and Jurčíček,
2017, Li et al., 2017].

The concept based semantic presented in this chapter can be compared to
some techniques of semantic parsing, which try to learn to represent natural
sentences that are weakly labeled [Berant et al., 2013, Liang, 2016, Liang et al.,
2016, Talmor et al., 2017]. In these works, latent structures are inferred and used
to train natural language understanding components for dialogue systems from
the labels. The key benefit of using concepts proposed in this chapter over the
latent structures is in the possibility to communicate about the concepts with
system users in conversations.

The concept compositions resemble relations in common knowledge bases.
Therefore, the intensively studied task of knowledge base population can be seen
as a form of learning. The difference between techniques proposed in this chapter
and standard knowledge base population systems [Ji and Grishman, 2011, Min
et al., 2017, Wolfe et al., 2017] is the human feedback that was shown as crucial
in the project of Never Ending Language Learning (NELL) described in [Carlson
et al., 2010]. Interactive learning could help systems like NELL to delegate the
hard human annotation work to non-experts via natural conversations.

11.7 Discussion
The contribution of this chapter is threefold. First, we proposed a theoretical
framework for the development of dialogue systems that can continuously learn
in an interactive learning manner.

Second, we used the framework for analysis of communication strategies and
relevant language phenomena which are the essential parts of a real dialogue
system.

Third, we described a model developed with the proposed ideas in mind and
evaluated its learning abilities by a set of experiments. The experiments showed
that interactive learning is an effective source of information that helps to fulfill
a user task more efficiently compared to a system without the learning. We
published the collected data together with scripts that were used for plotting and
calculating experiment results.

The experiments confirmed that users are willing to help the dialogue system
understand their requests by giving advice, albeit the users were crowdsourced.
We hypothesize that users naturally expect that this co-operation will help them
with succeeding in their task.

In our future work, we plan to focus on error correction abilities of the pro-
posed system. The system knowledge base may contain incorrect facts (due to
misunderstandings, evil users, obsolescence of knowledge, …) and consequently
present them as legitimate information. Therefore, detecting such incorrect facts
and fixing them is an important future task.
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12
Conclusions

This final chapter, concludes our achievements and summarizes their contribution
to our objectives (see Section 1.2).

12.1 Dialogue State Tracking
In the first thesis part, we incrementally improved our dialogue state tracker. The
tracker achieved state-of-the-art results in many categories on the well known
datasets DSTC2 and DSTC3.

A) Dialogue state tracking without in-domain data. In Chapter 3, we
described the initial version of our tracker. It is built around probability transition
equations that give the model an interpretable behavior. The generality of our
equations gives the model competitive performance on DSTC3 which has no in-
domain training data.

We achieved state-of-the-art results in a DSTC2 category by fine-tuning the
equations’ parameters on training data. Also, the same parameters reached state-
of-the-art on DSTC3, even though the training data were from a different domain.

B) Dialogue state tracker with trainable transitions. Chapter 4 pre-
sented an improved version of our tracker which transitions can be fully trained
from data. The tracker combines equations from our previous tracker with ma-
chine learning techniques. It performs better than our previous tracker while still
being highly interpretable in comparison with pure neural network approaches of
our competitors. The tracker improves the state-of-the-art results in DSTC2 in
”no ASR features” category.
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C) Dialogue state tracker with trainable SLU. Chapter 5 presented a
trainable SLU for our previous tracker. The trainable SLU allows the tracker
to fix typical ASR errors and consequently to improve state tracking accuracy
when enough in-domain data is available. This tracker achieves state-of-the-
art accuracy in almost all the remaining DSTC2 categories, including the non-
standard multi-tracker ensemble category.

The presented SLU consists of complex neural networks which are usually
hard to interpret. However, in our model, the SLU output is strictly constrained
by the transition equations. Therefore, the tracker remains its interpretability.

12.2 Interactive Learning
In the second thesis part, we focused on developing open domain dialogue systems
by using interactive learning techniques. We ran some experiments to validate
the interactive learning approach. Finally, we implemented the dialogue system
which shown the ability to learn from its users.

D) Describe information sources available in a dialogue. In Chapter 7
we identified the main difficulties that the open domain dialogue systems must
deal with. Then, in Chapter 8 we explored information that can be obtained from
dialogue and how it can help overcome the open domain dialogue issues. Also,
we describe important properties that the dialogue system should implement to
use the information effectively.

E) Evaluate obtained data quality In Chapter 9, we collected 1900 short
dialogues with crowdsourced users and obtained all the important information
kinds. We annotated, published and analyzed quality of the data.

The resulting dataset was used as a testbed for a novel task we defined in
Chapter 10. The task aims at extracting useful information from natural language
utterances collected from real users. We also proposed a method for solving the
task and evaluated it on our dataset.

The experiments shown that a reasonable amount of useful information can
be extracted even with our simple rule-based baseline algorithms. Also, we have
shown that it is possible to train a neural attention-based model, which performs
better then the baseline by using less than 200 training examples.

In future work, we plan to extend the model to support multiple entity de-
notations to deal with multiple options answer hints corresponding to too broad
(vague) questions. Further, we plan to devise methods for interactive learning of
unknown aliases to entities in a KB to improve the linking accuracy.

F) Build end-to-end dialogue system that uses interactive learning
Chapter 11 presented a complete dialogue system that uses interactive learning.
The system is based on our novel concept dialogue model. Our experiments shown
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that the model can learn new information from dialogues with crowdsourced
users. Moreover, we measured that the dialogues are becoming more effective as
a consequence of new knowledge the system is learning.

The concept based model seems to be a promising approach, however, our
implementation does not fully utilize its potential for feedback learning which
will be a subject of our further research.
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